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LISTENINg TO ThEIR VOICES: WOMEN PRISONERS AND ACCESS 
TO JUSTICE IN MANITOBA
Debra Parkes, Kathy Bent, Tracey Peter, and Tracy Booth*
The existing research into effective accountability and oversight  
of Canadian prisons has considered the situation of federally  
sentenced prisoners (that is, those serving sentences of two years or 
more) and has raised serious questions about their ability to access 
justice in the sense of having adequate and accessible means to en-
sure that their treatment and conditions of confinement are just 
and in compliance with the law. Relatively little is known about 
the state of oversight and legal review processes at the provincial 
level, where jail terms are short and prisoners’ rights litigation 
is rare. This paper attempts to begin filling that gap in know-
ledge by examining the situation faced by women imprisoned in 
provincial jails in Manitoba. The paper first surveys the existing 
international and domestic laws concerning prisoners rights and 
avenues for redress in Manitoba, before moving on to consider 
why and how those mechanisms are utilized or not, by listen-
ing to the voices of women who have been incarcerated recently 
at the Portage Correctional Centre. Finally, the paper considers 
what legislative or policy changes might be made to provide access 
to justice for provincial prisoners, drawing on recommendations 
and insights from the women themselves. 
La recherche qui existe au sujet de la responsabilisation et de 
la surveillance efficaces des prisons canadiennes a porté sur la 
situation de prisonniers condamnés sous le régime fédéral (c’est-à-
dire, ceux qui purgent des peines de deux ans ou plus) et a soulevé 
des questions importantes quant à leur capacité d’accéder à la 
justice dans le sens de disposer de moyens adéquats et accessibles 
pour assurer que leur traitement et leurs conditions de détention 
sont équitables et conformes à la loi. On connaît relativement 
peu quant à l’état de surveillance et des processus de recours ju-
ridique au niveau provincial, où les périodes d’emprisonnement 
sont courtes et les litiges au sujet des droits des prisonniers sont 
rares. Cet article vise à commencer à combler ce manque d’infor-
mation en examinant la situation envisagée par des femmes dé-
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tenues dans les prisons provinciales au Manitoba. L’article com-
mence par passer en revue les lois internationales et nationales 
existantes concernant les droits des prisonniers ainsi que les voies 
de réparation au Manitoba, avant de passer aux considérations à 
savoir pourquoi et comment ces mécanismes sont utilisés ou non, 
en écoutant les voix de femmes qui ont été incarcérées récemment 
au Portage Correctional Center. Enfin, l’article examine quelles 
modifications législatives ou de politiques pourraient être faites 
pour que les prisonniers provinciaux aient accès à la justice, en 
s’inspirant des recommandations et de la perspicacité des femmes 
elles-mêmes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The	pursut	 of	 access	 to	 justce	 n	 any	 socety	 grows	 from	 an	 awareness	 that	
“guarantees	of	rghts,	benefits,	and	enttlements	and	of	protectons	under	the	law	
are	meanngless	f	mechansms	are	not	n	place	to	assure	access	to	the	means	of	
assurng	those	rghts	and	protectons.”1	Ths	paper	examnes	the	ablty	of	prov-
ncally	 sentenced	prsoners,2	and	partcularly	women	prsoners	who	make	up	
approxmately	eght	percent	of	the	provncal	prson	populaton	n	Mantoba,3	
to	access	justce	n	the	sense	of	ensurng	that	ther	treatment	and	condtons	of	
confinement	are	just	and	n	complance	wth	the	law.4	In	Mantoba,	t	s	pre-
domnantly	Aborgnal	women	who	fill	the	Portage	Correctonal	Centre	[PCC],	
comprsng	over	73%	of	the	provnce’s	populaton	of	women	prsoners.5	As	such,	
1	 Ab	Curre,	Rdng	the	Thrd	Wave	-	Notes	on	the	Future	of	Access	to	Justce	(Ottawa:	Depart-
ment	 of	 Justce,	Research	 and	 Statstcs	Dvson:	 2000)	 at	 1,	 onlne:	Department	 of	 Justce	
<http://www.justce.gc.ca/en/ps/rs/rep/2000/rr00-op2/b2.html>	at	1.
2	 Prsoners	servng	sentences	of	less	than	two	years	fall	under	provncal	jursdcton,	whle	prson-
ers	servng	two	years	or	more	are	governed	by	federal	law.
3	 “Adult	correctonal	 servces,	admssons	 to	provncal,	 terrtoral	and	 federal	programs	(Man-
toba),”	 onlne:	 Statstcs	 Canada	 <(Ottawa:	 Statstcs	 Canada,	 2006)	 http://www40.statcan.
ca/101/cst01/legal30.htm>.
4	 Legal	 ad	 s	one	aspect	of	 access	 to	 justce	 for	prsoners.	Some	 studes	of	 the	 avalablty	 and	
adequacy	of	provncal	legal	ad	plans	have	ncluded	consderaton	of	the	stuaton	of	federally	
sentenced	prsoners.	See	e.g.,	Lsa	Addaro,	Sx	Degrees	from	Lberaton:	Legal	Needs	of	Women	
n	Crmnal	and	Other	Matters,	(Ottawa:	Department	of	Justce	Canada,	Research	and	Stats-
tcs	Dvson,	2002)	onlne:	Department	of	 Justce	<http://www.canada.justce.gc.ca/en/ps/rs/
rep/2003/rr03lars-20/ndex.html>	[Addaro,	Sx	Degrees	from	Lberaton]	and	Department	of	
Justce	Canada,	Study	of	the	Legal	Servces	Provded	to	Pententary	Inmates	by	Legal	Ad	Plans	
and	Clncs	n	Canada,	onlne:	Department	of	Justce	<	(Ottawa:	Department	of	Justce	Canada,	
Research	and	Statstcs	Dvson,	2002)	http://canada.justce.gc.ca/en/ps/rs/rep/2003/rr03lars-
10/ndex.html>.	However,	to	the	authors’	knowledge,	the	current	study	s	the	first	of	ts	knd	
consderng	the	access	to	justce	needs	of	provncally	sentenced	prsoners.
5	 In	a	one-day	snapshot	of	persons	n	provncal	custody	n	Mantoba	on	September	6,	2000,	73%	
of	the	women	were	Aborgnal,	whch	s	an	even	more	sgnficant	over-representaton	than	the	
63%	of	male	prsoners	who	were	Aborgnal.	See	Aborgnal	Justce	Implementaton	Comms-
son,	Fnal	Report	(Wnnpeg:	Mantoba	Justce,	2001),	onlne:	Aborgnal	Justce	Implemen-
taton	Commsson	<www.ajc.mb.ca>.	More	recent	statstcs	broken	down	by	gender	are	not	
avalable,	but	anecdotal	 reports	 from	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	workers	at	PCC	ndcate	 that	 the	
proporton	of	Aborgnal	women	s	growng.	For	dscusson	of	the	growng	over-representaton	
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there	 s	 a	need	 to	approach	 the	 subject	of	prsoners’	 access	 to	 justce	wth	an	
awareness	 of	 the	 on-gong	 mpact	 of	 colonzaton	 and	 dscrmnaton	 exper-
enced	by	Aborgnal	people,6	wth	partcular	effects	on	Aborgnal	women,7	and	
wth	a	goal	of	gvng	voce	to	Aborgnal	conceptons	of	access	to	justce.	
 The	 exstng	 research	 nto	 effectve	 accountablty,	 oversght,	 and	 access	 to	
justce	for	prsoners	has	consdered	the	stuaton	of	federally	sentenced	prsoners	
(that	s,	those	servng	sentences	of	two	years	or	more).8	Justce	Louse	Arbour	
concluded	her	1996	Report of the Commission of Inquiry into Certain Events at 
the Prison for Women in Kingston	by	sayng	“[t]he	socety	n	whch	many	women	
offenders	lve	s	nether	peaceful	nor	safe.	By	the	tme	they	go	to	prson,	they	
should	 be	 enttled	 that	 t	 wll	 be	 just.”9	The	 “certan	 events”	 that	 led	 to	 the	
nqury	and	report	ncluded	the	strp-searchng	of	women	prsoners	by	a	male	
Insttutonal	Emergency	Response	Team	n	full	rot	gear,	the	subsequent	llegal	
and	nvoluntary	transfer	of	women	to	a	segregated	unt	nsde	Kngston	Pen-
tentary	for	men,	and	further	llegal	detenton	n	segregaton	for	many	months.	
The	report	had	as	ts	central	focus	the	lack	of	ndependent	accountablty	and	
oversght	that	facltated	such	seemngly	nconcevable	events	gong	on	as	long	as	
they	dd.	Justce	Arbour	made	recommendatons	for	reform	of	the	correctonal	
system,	but	also	to	mplement	a	system	of	judcal	oversght	of	the	ntegrty	of	
federal	 sentences	 (that	 s,	 f	prsoners	 could	prove	 that	 they	had	been	 subject	
to	llegaltes,	rghts	volatons,	or	gross	neglgence,	they	would	be	enttled	to	a	
reducton	of	ther	sentence	as	both	a	sancton	and	compensaton	for	the	breach).	
of	Aborgnal	women	 n	 federal	 prsons,	 see	Canadan	Human	Rghts	Commsson,	Protect-
ng	Ther	Rghts:	A	Systemc	Revew	of	Human	Rghts	 n	Correctonal	Servces	for	Federally	
Sentenced	Women	(Ottawa:	Canadan	Human	Rghts	Commsson,	2003)	,	onlne:	Canadan	
Human	Rghts	Commsson	<http://www.chrc-ccdp.ca/pdf/reports/FSWen.pdf>	[CHRC,	Pro-
tectng	ther	Rghts].
6	 See	 generally,	 Alvn	Hamlton	 and	Murray	 Snclar,	Commssoners,	Report of the Aboriginal 
Justice Inquiry of Manitoba: The Justice System and Aboriginal People	(Wnnpeg:	Queen’s	Prnter,	
1991),	 reportng	 on	 systemc	 dscrmnaton	 experenced	 by	Aborgnal	 people	 n	 the	 justce	
system	and	makng	the	overarchng	recommendaton	for	a	separate	Aborgnal	justce	system,	
as	well	as	for	sgnficant	reforms	n	areas	such	as	polcng,	courts,	correctons,	and	chld	welfare	
[Hamlton	and	Snclar,	Justice System and Aboriginal People].
7	 See	generally,	Carol	LaPrare,	“Aborgnal	Women	and	Crme	n	Canada:	Identfyng	the	Issues,”	
n	Ellen	Adelberg	and	Clauda	Curre,	eds.,	In	Conflct	wth	the	Law:	Women	and	the	Canadan	
Justce	System	 (Vancouver:	Press	Gang,	1993);	Patrca	Monture-Angus,	 “Aborgnal	Women	
and	Correctonal	Practce:	Reflectons	on	the	Task	Force	on	Federally	Sentenced	Women,”	n	
Kelly	Hannah-Moffat	and	Margaret	Shaw,	eds.,	An	Ideal	Prson?	Crtcal	Essays	on	Women’s	
Imprsonment	n	Canada	(Halfax:	Fernwood,	2000)	and	Patrca	Monture-Angus,	The	Lved	
Experence	of	Dscrmnaton:	Aborgnal	Women	Who	are	Federally	Sentenced	(Ottawa:	Can-
adan	Assocaton	of	Elzabeth	Fry	Socetes,	2000),	onlne:	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	<http://www.
elzabethfry.ca/submssn/aborgn/aborgn.pdf>.	
8	 See	e.g.,	Debra	Parkes	and	Km	Pate,	“Tme	for	Accountablty:	Effectve	Oversght	of	Women’s	
Prsons”	(2006),	48 Canadan	Journal	of	Crmnology	and	Crmnal	Justce 251	and	the	other	
artcles	 contaned	 n	 (2006)	48(2)	Canadan	 Journal	of	Crmnology	and	Crmnal	 Justce,	 a	
symposum	on	“Prson	Oversght	and	Human	Rghts.”	
9	 	Justce	Louse	Arbour,	Commssoner.	Report	of	the	Commsson	of	Inqury	nto	Certan	Events	
at	the	Prson	for	Women	n	Kngston	(Ottawa:	Solctor	General,	1996)	at	248,	onlne:	Solctor	
General	 Canada	 <http://www.justcebehndthewalls.net/resources/arbour_report/arbour_rpt.
htm>	[	Arbour	Report].
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Ths	recommendaton	has	never	been	mplemented,	but	some	court	decsons	
ndcate	an	ncreased	wllngness	to	gve	meanngful	effect	to	prsoners’	Charter	
and	other	rghts.	Nevertheless,	access	to	the	courts	and	to	other	forms	of	external	
accountablty	and	oversght	remans	llusory	for	many	prsoners.
 Servce-provders	and	advocates	who	work	wth	women	ncarcerated	n	prov-
ncal	jals	(many	of	whom	work	wth	one	of	the	twenty-five	Elzabeth	Fry	Soc-
etes	across	the	country)	regularly	hear	about	condtons	and	treatment	that	may	
amount	 to	breaches	of	 the	 law	 ncludng,	 for	 example,	 long	 term	segregaton	
wthout	 external	 revew,	deprvaton	of	 access	 to	Aborgnal	 elders	 and	 teach-
ngs,	lack	of	access	to	lawyers	and	vsts	wth	famly	members,	nadequate	health	
care,	and	many	others.	They	also	lament	the	lack	of	awareness	by	jal	staff	and	
prsoners	about	prsoners’	legal	rghts	when	attempts	are	made	to	queston	the	
treatment	of	prsoners.
 Ths	research	attempts	to	begn	fillng	that	gap	by	first	surveyng	the	exstng	
nternatonal	and	domestc	laws	concernng	prsoners’	rghts	and	avenues	for	re-
dress	n	one	jursdcton:	Mantoba.	Secondly,	ths	paper	consders	why	and	how	
those	mechansms	are	utlzed	or	not	utlzed,	by	lstenng	to	women	prsoners	
themselves.	The	paper	concludes	by	brefly	consderng	what	legslatve	or	polcy	
changes	mght	be	made	to	promote	meanngful	access	to	justce	for	provncal	
prsoners.	The	study	ams	to	examne	both	law	“on	the	books”	and	law	“n	every	
day	lfe”	for	the	women	most	affected,	wth	an	eye	on	mprovng	the	level	of	ac-
cess	to	justce	experenced	by	them.	
II: LEgAL LANDSCAPE
A. Canadian constitutional law
 The	Canadan	Consttuton,	 ncludng	 the	Canadian Charter of Rights	 and	
Freedoms,10	s	the	“Supreme	Law	of	Canada,”	whch	means	that	all	law	and	gov-
ernment	acton	must	be	consstent	wth	the	rghts	guaranteed	n	the Charter.11	
The	Charter	sets	out	a	number	of	rghts	that	are	mportant	n	the	prson	context,	
such	as:
freedom	of	relgon	and	conscence	(secton	2(a));
freedom	of	expresson	(secton	2(b));
the	 rght	 to	 lfe,	 lberty	 and	 securty	of	 the	person	and	 the	
rght	not	to	be	deprved	thereof	except	n	accordance	wth	the	
prncples	of	fundamental	justce	(secton	7);
freedom	from	unreasonable	search	and	sezure	(secton	8);
rghts	 aganst	 arbtrary	detenton	 (secton	9)	 and	 cruel	 and	
unusual	punshment	or	treatment	(secton	12);
the	rght	to	retan	and	nstruct	counsel	wthout	delay	upon	
arrest	and	detenton	(secton	10(b));	and
equalty	rghts	(secton	15),	among	others.
10 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,	Part	I	of	the	Constitution Act, 192,	beng	Schedule	B	
to	the	Canada Act	1982	(U.K.),	1982,	c.	11	[	Charter].
11	 Secton	52	of	the	Constitution Act	(and	s.	32	of	the	Charter).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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	 Examples	of	successful	cases	brought	by	prsoners	under	the	Charter	nclude	
a	decson	that	lmtng	remand	prsoners’	phone	access	to	only	collect	calls	vo-
lated	ther	s.	7	rght	to	a	far	tral	and	ther	s.	11(d)	presumpton	of	nnocence,12	
a	findng	that	a	prsoner’s	s.	2(a)	freedom	of	conscence	was	volated	by	a	cor-
rectonal	polcy	 to	deny	vegetaran	meals	unless	 the	vegetaransm	was	 lnked	
to	a	relgous	belef,13	and	a	decson	that	excessve	and	unreasonable	force	used	
on	a	prsoner	volated	hs	s.	12	rght	aganst	cruel	and	unusual	punshment	and	
s.	9	rght	aganst	arbtrary	detenton,14	among	others.	However,	many	Charter	
clams	fal,	whether	due	to	the	tendency	of	courts	to	defer	to	correctonal	dec-
son-makers,15	weaknesses	n	the	evdence,	a	lack	of	legal	ad	to	brng	the	clam,	
or	procedural	obstacles	such	as	cases	beng	rendered	“moot”	(or	wthout	a	lve	
controversy)	by	the	tme	they	get	to	court.	
	 The	problem	of	Charter	 clams	 evadng	 judcal	 revew	due	 to	mootness	 s	
partcularly	pronounced	n	the	provncal	mprsonment	context,	where	senten-
ces	are	by	definton	less	than	two	years	and	are	often	much	shorter.	Even	where	
a	prsoner	has	a	 strong	clam	on	 the	merts,	 a	court	may	find	 the	 ssue	moot	
where	the	prsoner	has	snce	been	released	from	segregaton	or	finshed	her	sen-
tence	altogether.16	However,	some	recent	cases	ndcate	a	judcal	wllngness	to	
take	a	broader	vew	and	to	find	an	“ongong	lve	controversy”	n	prson	cases,	
even	where	the	prsoners	have	been	released.	For	example,	n	refusng	to	declare	
moot	a	Charter	challenge	to	 the	condtons	of	confinement	at	 the	Edmonton	
Remand	Centre	where	all	the	ltgants	had	snce	been	released,	the	Alberta	Court	
of	Queen’s	Bench	recently	commented:
[a]n	applcaton	for	release	from	dscplnary	segregaton	may	
be	evasve	of	judcal	revew	because	the	queston	s	moot	as	
soon	 as	 the	 nmate	 s	 released.	 Smlarly,	 an	 applcaton	 to	
quash	an	order	of	a	dscplnary	hearng	may	be	mot,	f	the	
decson	s	voluntarly	set	asde.	In	practce,	f	every	applca-
ton	for	Charter	 relef	 from	condtons	at	ERC	s	dsmssed	
12	 Criminal Trial Lawyers’ Association v. Alberta (Solicitor General),	[2004]	A.J.	No.	838	(Q.B.).
13	 Maurice v. Canada (Attorney General),	[2002]	F.C.J.	No.	72	(T.D.).
14	 R. v. MacPherson,	[1996]	N.B.J.	No.	182	(S.C.).
15	 For	some	dscusson	of	the	hstory	of	the	judcal	“hands	off ”	approach,	see	Mchael	Jackson, 
Justice Behind the Walls: Human Rights in Canadian Prisons	(Vancouver:	Douglas	&	McIntyre,	
2002)	at	49-50	and	Mary	Campbell,	“Revoluton	and	Counter-revoluton	n	Canadan	Prson-
ers’	Rghts”	(1996),	2	Can.	Crm	L.	Rev.	285	at	291-295.	For	an	argument	that	ths	approach	
contnues	n	the	Charter	era,	see	Debra	Parkes,	“A	Prsoners’	Charter:	Reflectons	on	Prsoner	
Ltgaton	under	the	Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,”	(2007)	40	U.B.C.	Law	Revew	
at	629-676.
16	 See	e.g. Allard v. Nanaimo Correctional Centre,	[2000]	B.C.J.	No.	1602	(S.C.)	where	the	B.C.	
Supreme	Court	judge	found	serous	breaches	of	natural	justce	had	been	commtted	by	a	cor-
rectonal	staff	member	who	was	adjudcatng	a	dscplne	hearng.	For	example,	the	prsoner	was	
asked	to	leave	the	room	to	permt	confidental	nformaton	beng	read	nto	the	record,	the	tape	
recordng	of	the	hearng	contaned	a	3-mnute	blank	space	durng	ths	tme,	and	the	prsoner	was	
not	allowed	to	call	wtnesses	because	the	adjudcator	beleved	that	the	prsoners	had	probably	
collaborated	on	a	story.	Whle	the	decson	tself	was	quashed,	the	Charter	ssues	were	found	to	
be	moot	snce	the	prsoner	had	snce	been	released	and	was	credted	wth	hs	lost	earned	rems-
son	tme.
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because	 the	 applcant	has	 been	 released,	 the	queston	 as	 to	
whether	or	not	hs	or	her	ncarceraton	was	n	breach	of	the	
Charter	wll	reman	forever	evasve	of	revew.17
Ths	s	a	promsng	development	and	one	that	demonstrates	an	understandng	
on	 the	 courts’	 part	 of	 some	of	 the	 sgnficant	 barrers	 to	 access	 to	 justce	 for	
prsoners.
	 A	successful	area	of	prsoner	Charter	 ltgaton	has	been	wth	respect	to	the	
rght	to	vote.	In	the	2002	Sauvé	decson,18	a	majorty	of	the	Supreme	Court	of	
Canada	struck	down	a	law	that	barred	prsoners	servng	two	years	or	more	from	
votng	n	federal	electons.19	In	dong	so,	the	majorty	stated	that	prsoners	are	
not	second-class	ctzens,	at	least	n	relaton	to	democratc	rghts.	The	Canadan	
government	s	not	permtted	to	make	prsoners	“temporary	outcasts	from	our	
system	of	rghts	and	democracy.”20
	 The	 decson	 n	 Sauvé	 s,	 therefore,	 nstructve	 for	 the	 strngent	 approach	
taken	by	the	majorty	to	each	stage	of	the	government’s	attempted	Charter	just-
ficaton	of	prsoner	dsenfranchsement.	For	example,	n	rejectng	the	argument	
that	a	ban	on	federal	prsoners	votng	s	even	ratonally	connected	to	the	object-
ve	of	“enhancng	the	crmnal	sancton,”	the	Chef	Justce	strongly	supported	
the	noton	of	prsoners	as	rghts-bearng	ctzens:
[]ndeed,	the	remedy	of	mprsonment	for	a	term	rather	than	
permanent	exle	mples	our	acceptance	of	contnued	mem-
bershp	n	the	socal	order.	Certan	rghts	are	justfiably	lmt-
ed	for	penal	reasons,	ncludng	aspects	of	the	rghts	to	lberty,	
securty	of	 the	person,	moblty,	and	securty	aganst	 search	
and	sezure.	But	whether	a	rght	s	justfiably	lmted	cannot	
be	determned	by	observng	that	an	offender	has,	by	hs	or	
her	actons,	wthdrawn	from	the	socal	compact.	Indeed,	the	
rght	of	the	state	to	punsh	and	the	oblgaton	of	the	crmnal	
to	accept	punshment	are	ted	to	socety’s	acceptance	of	the	
crmnal	as	a	person	wth	rghts	and	responsbltes.21		
In	short,	these	recent	cases	contan	strong	statements	to	the	effect	that	the	Char-
ter	rghts	do	not	stop	at	the	prson	walls.	
B.	 Manitoba law
1. Correctional	Services	act and Regulations
	 The	legslaton	governng	provncal	correctons	n	Mantoba	stands	n	sharp	
17	 Trang v. Alberta (Edmonton Remand Centre),	[2004]	A.J.	No.	796	(Q.B.),	aff ’d	[2005]	A.J.	No.	
157,	leave	to	appeal	to	the	S.C.C.	dened	wth	costs:	[2005]	S.C.C.A.	No.	161.
18 Sauvé v. Canada	(Chief Electoral Officer),	[2002]	3	S.C.R.	519	[Sauvé].
19 Canada Elections Act,	R.S.C.	1985,	c.	E-2,	ss	51	(e).
20 Sauvé,	supra,	note	18,	at	para	40.
21 Sauvé, ibid.	at	para.	47.
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contrast	to	the	federal	correctonal	 legslaton,	the	Corrections and Conditional 
Release Act	[CCRA],22	whch	was	overhauled	n	1992	and	whch	now	provdes	
a	 number	 of	 sgnficant	 gudng	prncples	 and	prsoners’	 rghts,	 such	 as	 that	
correctonal	officals	must	“use	the	least	restrctve	measures	consstent	wth	the	
protecton	of	the	publc,	staff	members	and	offenders”	and	that	“offenders	retan	
the	rghts	and	prvleges	of	all	members	of	socety,	except	those	rghts	and	prv-
leges	that	are	necessarly	removed	or	restrcted	as	a	consequence	of	sentence.”23	
There	appears	to	have	been	no	smlar	move	to	brng	provncal	correctonal	law	
nto	the	“Charter	era.”	Whle	some	amendments	to	the	Mantoba	Correctional 
Services Act	[CSA]24	were	made	n	1998,	the	prncples	and	purposes	artculated	
are	generally	less	ambtous	than	those	n	the	federal	CCRA.	For	example,	the	
Mantoba	Act	does	not	contan	specfic	enttlements	such	as	rghts	to	counsel,	
health	care,	and	consultaton	found	n	the	federal	Act.	
 Instead	of	explct	prsoners’	rghts,	the	CSA	largely	confers	a	host	of	powers	on	
correctonal	officals	such	as	authorzng	tests	for	ntoxcants	(s.	16),	montorng	
communcatons	(s.	42),	authorzng	uses	of	force	(s.	44)	and	the	lke.	However,	
the	CSA also	sets	out	procedures	for	grevances,	dscplnary	hearngs,	revew	of	
segregaton	(soltary	confinement)	decsons,	and	appeals	of	such	decsons,25	all	
of	whch	are	conducted	nternally	by	correctonal	staff	and	admnstraton.	For	
example,	secton	4(1)	of	the	CSA	provdes	that	prsoners	may	be	placed	n	seg-
regaton	for	“protectve	or	preventatve”	reasons	of	safety,	securty,	order,	or	for	
the	well-beng	of	the	prsoner.	Regulatons	under	the	CSA	provde	that	prsoners	
are	enttled	to	a	revew	of	the	segregaton	decson	by	the	superntendent	of	the	
jal	or	her	desgnate	wthn	seven	days	(and	thereafter	every	seven	days	for	the	
first	sxty	days	of	segregaton;	after	sxty	days,	she	s	enttled	to	a	smlar	nternal	
revew	every	thrty	days).26
2. human	rights	Code	
 The	Mantoba	Human Rights Code27	 [Man	HRC]	 s	 the	provnce’s	ant-ds-
crmnaton	statute.	It	prohbts	and	provdes	remedes	for	dscrmnaton	n	a	
varety	of	areas	 ncludng	n	the	provson	of	servces	“accessble	to	the	publc	
or	 to	a	 secton	of	 the	publc,	unless	bona	fide	and	reasonable	cause	exsts	 for	
the	dscrmnaton.”28	Whle	t	may	seem	odd,	from	a	prsoner’s	perspectve,	to	
22	 R.S.C.	1992	c.20.
23 Ibid.,	sectons	4(d)	and	4(e)	respectvely.	The	CCRA	also	contans	a	number	of	specfic	rghts	
such	as	an	unqualfied	rght	to	counsel	n	serous	prson	dscplnary	matters	(although	no	rght	
to	legal	ad),	a	rght	to	health	care,	and	a	rght	to	notce	and/or	consultaton	concernng	sgnfi-
cant	decsons	other	than	those	nvolvng	securty.	These	rghts	are	more	specfic	than	Charter	
rghts	and,	therefore,	may	be	more	amenable	to	judcal	revew.	For	a	dscusson	of	the	back-
ground	and	development	of	the	approach	n	the	CCRA,	see	Mchael	Jackson,	Justice Behind the 
Walls: Human Rights in Canadian Prisons	(Vancouver:	Douglas	&	McIntyre,	2002)	at	62-67.
24	 S.M.	1998,	c.	47	–	Chap.	230.
25	 A	detaled	revew	of	the	provsons	for	nternal	grevances,	appeals,	nsttutonal	dscplne,	and	
revew	of	segregaton	can	be	found	n	our	full	report	whch	was	submtted	to	the	LCC/CBA	Law	
for	the	Future	Fund	and	s	on	file	wth	the	authors.
26	 Correctional Services Regulation,	R.M.	128/99	[CSA Reg],	s.	20.
27	 C.C.S.M.	c.	H175	(“HRC”).
28	 HRC	s.	13(1).
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consder	mprsonment	to	be	a	“servce”,	t	s	clear	that	the	government	s	bound	
by	the	provsons	of	the	Man	HRC	n	all	aspects	of	admnsterng	“correctonal	
servces”	n	the	provnce.29	As	a	government	actor,	ts	oblgatons	under	the	Man	
HRC overlap	and	ntersect	wth	the	equalty	rghts	protectons	n	the	Charter.	
Secton	9(1)	of	the	Man	HRC	defines	dscrmnaton	broadly	to	mean	the	fol-
lowng:
(a)	dfferental	treatment	of	an	ndvdual	on	the	bass	of	the	
ndvdual's	actual	or	presumed	membershp	n	or	assocaton	
wth	some	class	or	group	of	persons,	rather	than	on	the	bass	
of	personal	mert;	or	
(b)	 dfferental	 treatment	 of	 an	 ndvdual	 or	 group	on	 the	
bass	of	any	characterstc	referred	to	n	subsecton	(2);	or	
(c)	 dfferental	 treatment	 of	 an	 ndvdual	 or	 group	 on	 the	
bass	 of	 the	 ndvdual's	 or	 group's	 actual	 or	 presumed	 as-
socaton	wth	another	ndvdual	or	group	whose	dentty	or	
membershp	s	determned	by	any	characterstc	referred	to	n	
subsecton	(2);	or	
(d)	falure	to	make	reasonable	accommodaton	for	the	specal	
needs	of	any	 ndvdual	or	group,	 f	 those	 specal	needs	are	
based	upon	any	characterstc	referred	to	n	subsecton	(2).	
The	“applcable	characterstcs”	lsted	n	s.	9(2)	nclude	ancestry,	race,	natonal	
orgn,	relgon,	age,	sex,	sexual	orentaton,	martal	or	famly	status,	source	of	
ncome,	poltcal	belef,	and	physcal	or	mental	dsablty.	
	 Furthermore,	 the	Man	HRC makes	 t	 clear	 that	dscrmnaton	can	be	 sys-
temc	and	unntentonal.30	It	s	essental	to	look	at	the	mpact	on	an	ndvdual	
or	group	who	s	treated	dfferently	on	the	bass	of	one	or	more	of	the	character-
stcs	lsted	above.	A	party	can	be	found	to	dscrmnate	where	t	has	faled	to	
reasonably	accommodate	the	needs	of	ndvduals	or	groups,	whch	means	that	
sometmes	ndvduals	or	groups	must	be	treated	dfferently	to	be	treated	n	a	
substantvely	 equal	manner.	For	 example,	where	women	have	dfferent	needs	
than	men,	they	may	be	enttled	to	servces	talored	to	ther	needs	whch	may	not	
be	avalable	to	men.
	 The	Man	HRC	establshes	a	process	whereby	a	complant	of	dscrmnaton	
s	filed	wth	the	Human	Rghts	Commsson	and	nvestgated	by	Commsson	
29	 In	2002,	the	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	of	Mantoba	filed	a	complant	aganst	Mantoba	Justce	under	
the	HRC	on	behalf	of	women	prsoners	n	the	provnce,	allegng	systemc	dscrmnaton	on	the	
bass	of	sex,	race,	and	dsablty	concernng	the	facltes	and	condtons	of	confinement	at	PCC.	
The	partes	reached	a	medated	settlement	n	2007;	onlne:	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety,	<http://www.
efsmantoba.org/>.
30	 HRC	s.	9(3).
•
•
•
•
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staff.	Where	mert	 s	 found	 n	 the	 complant	 t	 s	 referred	 to	medaton	 and,	
falng	medaton,	 to	adjudcaton	 for	a	hearng	on	the	merts.	A	broad	range	
of	 remedes31	 s	 avalable	 to	an	adjudcator	who	finds	 that	 the	HRC	has	been	
breached,	ncludng	orderng	a	party	to	“do	or	refran	from	dong	anythng	n	
order	to	secure	complance	wth	ths	Code,	to	rectfy	any	crcumstance	caused	by	
the	contraventon,	or	to	make	just	amends	for	the	contraventon,”	to	pay	com-
pensatory	and	exemplary	damages,	or	to	requre	a	party	to	adopt	and	mplement	
an	affirmatve	acton	program	or	other	specal	program,	where	approprate.	
3. ombudsman	act
	 The	Office	of	the	federal	ombudsperson	for	prsoners,	the	Correctonal	In-
vestgator,	orgnally	created	n	1973,	has	played	a	role	n	seekng	to	brng	more	
accountablty	and	transparency	to	correctonal	decson-makng,	as	well	as	per-
formng	 the	 functon	 of	 alertng	 government	 and	 the	 publc	 to	 some	 serous	
abuses	n	the	federal	prson	system.32	In	Mantoba,	there	s	no	ombudsperson	
desgnated	 solely	 for	 prsoners.	 Instead,	 the	Mantoba	Ombudsman	 [sc],	 an	
ndependent	officer	of	 the	Legslatve	Assembly,	 s	 responsble	 for	conductng	
nvestgatons	under	the	Ombudsman Act [Man	OA] 33	concernng	admnstra-
tve	acts,	omssons,	or	decsons	on	“matters	of	admnstraton”	of	any	provn-
cal	or	muncpal	department	or	agency,	as	well	as	for	enforcng	the	Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act34	and	the	Personal Health Information 
Act.35	The	Supreme	Court	of	Canada	has	defined	“matters	of	admnstraton”	to	
mean	“everythng	done	by	governmental	authortes	n	the	mplementaton	of	
government	polcy”	and	to	“exclude	only	the	actvtes	of	the	legslature	and	the	
courts	from	the	Ombudsman’s	scrutny.”36	Ths	broad	mandate	means	that	n-
vestgatng	complants	regardng	correctonal	servces	s	only	a	small	part	of	the	
actvtes	of	the	Mantoba	Ombudsman.	In	addton,	the	Ombudsman’s	role	s	
to	make	recommendatons,37	but	the	office	has	no	authorty	to	order	complance	
from	government.
31	 HRC,	s.	43(2).
32	 The	annual	reports	of	the	Correctonal	Investgator	can	be	found	on	ther	webste;	onlne:	Cor-
rectonal	Investgator	Canada	<http://sgc.gc.ca/reports_e.asp>.
33	 C.C.S.M.	c.	O45	(“OA”).
34	 C.C.S.M.	c.	F175.
35	 C.C.S.M.	c.	P33.5.
36	 British Columbia Development Corp. v. British Columbia (Ombudsman),	[1984]	2	S.C.R.	447	at	
474.	Secton	18(d)	of	the	Mantoba	OA	also	excludes:
	 any	decson,	recommendaton,	act	or	omsson	n	respect	of	whch	there	s,	under	
any	Act	a	rght	of	appeal	or	objecton	or	a	rght	to	apply	for	a	revew	on	the	merts	
of	the	case	to	any	court	or	trbunal	consttuted	by	or	under	an	Act	of	the	Legslature,	
whether	or	not	that	rght	of	appeal,	objecton	or	applcaton	has	been	exercsed	n	the	
partcular	case	and	whether	or	not	any	tme	prescrbed	for	the	exercse	of	that	rght	
has	expred,	unless	the	Ombudsman	s	satsfied	that	n	the	partcular	case	t	would	
have	been	unreasonable	to	expect	the	complanant	to	resort	to	the	trbunal	or	court,	
but	n	that	case	nvestgaton	shall	not	commence	untl	after	the	tme	prescrbed	for	
the	exercse	of	that	rght	to	appeal,	object	or	apply,	has	expred.
37	 Man	OA	s.	37.
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C. Common Law
	 The	common	law	rght	of	judcal	revew	on	habeas corpus	grounds,	whereby	
the	state	must	justfy	any	detenton	as	lawful,	dates	back	n	Englsh	law	at	least	to	
the	Magna Carta	n	1215	whch	provded	that	“[n]o	free	man	shall	be	sezed	or	
mprsoned	.	.	.	except	by	the	lawful	judgement	of	hs	equals	or	by	the	law	of	the	
land.”38		The	2005	decson	of	the	Supreme	Court	of	Canada	n	May v. Ferndale 
Institution39	represents	a	strong	affirmaton	of	the	contemporary	mportance	of	
habeas corpus	 revew	 n	 the	prson	context.	The	Supreme	Court	unanmously	
and	unequvocally	affirmed	the	rght	of	prsoners	to	go	to	superor	court	on ha-
beas corpus (thereby	overturnng	a	lne	of	authorty	n	provncal	appellate	courts	
whch	had	held	 that	habeas corpus revew	 s	not	 avalable	 to	 federal	prsoners	
except	 n	 lmted	 crcumstances).40	Furthermore,	 n	 the	 course	of	 ts	 decson	
that	habeas corpus	must	be	avalable	to	federal	prsoners,	the	court	bolstered	the	
case	for	enhanced	judcal	oversght	of	correctons	more	generally	by	descrbng	
the	nternal	federal	grevance	procedure	as	woefully	nadequate	to	protect	fun-
damental	rghts	and	nterests.	
	 A	majorty	of	 the	 court	 n	May	 found	 the	 nstant	decson	–	a	decson	 to	
reclassfy	Terry	May	 and	 others	 from	mnmum	 to	medum	 securty	 –	 to	 be	
arbtrary	and	therefore	llegal.	Classficaton	decsons	are	about	nsttutonal	se-
curty	wrt	large	and	courts	have	tended	to	defer	to	correctonal	officals	n	such	
cases.	Ths	was	not	 so	 n	May where	 the	majorty	 found	 the	 correctonal	 au-
thortes’	refusal	to	dsclose	the	“scorng	matrx”	for	reclassficaton	and	transfer	
decson	to	the	applcants	and	to	the	court	at	first	nstance	to	be	msleadng	and	
“hghly	objectonable.”41	Recognzng	 the	 napproprateness	of	 reflexve	defer-
ence	 to	 correctonal	decson-makng,42	 the	majorty	 seemed	 to	grasp	 the	df-
ficultes	faced	by	prsoner	ltgants	n	challengng	the	actons	of	authortes	who	
hold	all	the	power	and	much	of	the	relevant	evdence.
	 Fnally,	 other	 common	 law	 doctrnes,	 such	 as	 the	 prncples	 of	 neglgence	
n	tort	 law,	may	provde	a	bass	for	 lawsuts	brought	by	prsoners.	In	a	recent	
Federal	Court	decson,	Tracy	Curry,	a	prsoner	at	Grand	Valley	Insttuton,	was	
awarded	$10,000	n	damages	for	neglgence	and	breach	of	her	s.	10(b)	Charter	
rght	 to	 counsel	 after	 she	was	 subjected	 to	 a	 body	 cavty	 search.43	The	 court	
found	that	her	purported	consent	to	the	cavty	search	was	obtaned	by	nduce-
ment	and	was	therefore	nvald.
D. International law
 The	Supreme	Court	of	Canada	has	held	 that	domestc	 legslaton	must	be	
nterpreted	 n	 a	manner	 consstent	wth	Canada’s	 nternatonal	 human	 rghts	
38	 Cted	n	May v. Ferndale,	[2005]	3	S.C.R.	209	at	para.	19.
39	 Ibid.
40	 See	e.g., Spindler v. Millhaven Institution,	[2003]	O.J.	No.	3449	(C.A.)	and	the	B.C.	Court	of	
Appeal	decson	n	May v. Ferndale,	[2003]	B.C.J.	No.	2294.
41 Supra, note	38,	at	para.	109-110.
42	 On	the	flp	sde,	the	dssentng	judges	show	a	sgnficant	degree	of	deference	to	the	CSC	n	de-
cdng	the	scope	of	dsclosure	to	prsoners	facng	reclassficaton	and	nvoluntary	transfer,	as	well	
as	n	makng	the	“ndvdual	assessment”	to	transfer	each	prsoner.	
43	 Curry v. Canada,	[2006]	F.C.J.	no.	87	(T.D.).
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oblgatons.44	Canada	has	made	commtments	under	nternatonal	human	rghts	
treates	whch	mean	that	“any	correctonal	authorty	should	adhere	to	both	bnd-
ng	and	other	nternatonal	human	rghts	nstruments	that	have	been	approved	
by	the	state	concerned	before	the	nternatonal	communty.”45	As	noted	n	the	
1997	 report	 commssoned	 by	 the	 Correctonal	 Servce	 of	 Canada,	 Human 
Rights and Corrections: A Strategic Model:46
The	 Unversal	 Declaraton	 of	Human	 Rghts	 was	 adopted	
by	the	Unted	Natons	General	Assembly	on	December	10,	
1948.	Although	t	does	not	have	the	status	of	a	bndng	nter-
natonal	covenant,	t	s	wdely	regarded	as	determnng	con-
ventonal	nternatonal	law	and	as	the	prmary	nstrument	for	
protectng	 the	 “nalenable,”	 “nherent”	 and	 “fundamental”	
dgnty	of	 the	human	person.	 It	underles	 the	many	 subse-
quent	UN	covenants	and	conventons	that	have	shaped	nter-
natonal	 human	 rghts	 law,	 to	whch	Canada	 s	 a	 party,	 n	
partcular	the	Internatonal	Covenant	on	Cvl	and	Poltcal	
Rghts	and	 the	Conventon	Aganst	Torture.	These,	 among	
other	thngs,	provde	that:	
All	 persons	 deprved	 of	 ther	 lberty	 shall	 be	 treated	
wth	humanty	and	wth	respect	for	the	nherent	dg-
nty	of	the	human	person	(art.	10,	International Coven-
ant on Civil and Political Rights [ICCPR]);	
No	 one	 shall	 be	 subjected	 to	 torture	 or	 to	 cruel,	 n-
human	or	degradng	treatment	or	punshment	(art.	7,	
ICCPR);	
The	 pententary	 system	 shall	 comprse	 treatment	 of	
prsoners	the	essental	am	of	whch	shall	be	ther	ref-
ormaton	and	socal	rehabltaton	(art.	10(3),	ICCPR);	
and	
Each	 State	 shall	 take	 effectve	 legslatve,	 admnstra-
tve,	judcal	or	other	measures	to	prevent	acts	of	tor-
ture	 n	 any	 terrtory	 under	 ts	 jursdcton	 (art.	 2(1),	
Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman 
or Degrading Treatment or Punishment).
44	 Most	recently,	n	R. v. Hape,	[2007]	2	S.C.R.	292,	the	Supreme	Court	stated	that	“courts	wll	
strve	to	avod	constructons	of	domestc	law	pursuant	to	whch	the	state	would	be	n	volaton	
of	ts	nternatonal	oblgatons,	unless	the	wordng	of	the	statute	clearly	compels	that	result”	(at	
para.	53).
45	 Max	Yalden,	Human	Rghts	and	Correctons:	A	Strategc	Model	(Ottawa:	Correctonal	Servce	
of	Canada,	1997)	http://www.csc-scc.gc.ca/text/pblct/rghts/human/toce_e.shtml,	c.	2	[Yalden,	
Human	rghts	and	correctons].
46	 Ibid.	
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	 The	Report	further	noted	that	the	most	sgnficant	nternatonal	treaty	deal-
ng	exclusvely	wth	prsoners’	rghts	s	the	Standard Minimum Rules for the Treat-
ment of Prisoners [SMRs],47	to	whch	Canada	subscrbed	n	1975.	In	the	course	of	
dong	so,	the	Canadan	Delegaton	announced	that,	“n	approvng	the	nstruc-
tons	for	the	Canadan	Delegaton	to	ths	Congress,	the	Cabnet	agreed	that	the	
Delegaton	should	ndcate	to	the	Congress	that	Canada	has	adopted	the	Rules	
and	wll	refer	these	for	mplementaton	to	the	Commttee	of	Federal/Provncal	
Mnsters	and	Deputy	Mnsters	of	Correctons.”48	
	 Therefore,	 whle	 the	 SMRs	 are	 not	 actonable	 n	 a	Canadan	 court	 per se,	
they	are	evdence	of	an	nternatonal	consensus	on	basc	mnmum	enttlements.	
Canada	prdes	 tself	on	beng	a	 leader	 n	human	rghts,	yet	 n	Mantoba	and	
elsewhere,	these	basc	mnmum	standards	are	not	beng	met.	For	example,	the	
SMRs	 requre	 that	 untred	 prsoners	 be	 kept	 separate	 from	 convcted	 prson-
ers,49	yet	remand	and	sentenced	prsoners	are	ncarcerated	together	at	the	Por-
tage	Correctonal	Centre.	The	SMRs	further	provde	that	women	prsoners	shall	
be	supervsed	only	by	women	officers,50	yet	there	are	male	correctonal	officers	
workng	on	the	front	lnes	at	PCC.	Proof	that	Mantoba	s	not	meetng	ts	obl-
gatons	under	the	SMRs	s	evdence	that	may	be	relevant	to	determnng	a	breach	
of	the	Charter	or	of	other	domestc	law.
	 Of	partcular	sgnficance	to	ths	bref	survey	of	nternatonal	law	s	the	fact	that	
Artcle	2	of	the	International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights	[ICCPR],	to	
whch	Canada	s	a	sgnatory,	requres	that	effectve	remedes	be	provded	for	per-
sons	whose	rghts	have	been	volated.	Ths	provson	calls	for	every	person	to	have	
ther	clams	of	human	rghts	volatons	heard	by	a	competent	admnstratve,	jud-
cal	or	legslatve	authorty.	It	appears	that	ths	s	a	rght	that	s	effectvely	dened	to	
women	and	men	n	provncal	jals	due	to	the	fact	that	the	only	avalable	grevance	
and	complants	process	s	nternal	and	non-ndependent.	In	the	context	of	federal	
mprsonment,	the	Unted	Natons	Human	Rghts	Commttee	[UNHCR]	made	
the	followng	recommendaton	n	ts	2005	Concludng	Observatons	made	n	re-
spect	of	Canada’s	fifth	perodc	report	on	mplementaton	of	the	ICCPR	51:	
[Canada]	 should	 provde	 substantal	 nformaton	 on	 the	
mplementaton	 of	 the	 recommendatons	 of	 the	 Canadan	
Human	 Rghts	 Commsson	 as	 well	 as	 on	 concrete	 results	
acheved,	n	partcular	regardng	the	establshment	of	an	n-
dependent	 external	 redress	body	 for	 federally	 sentenced	of-
fenders	and	ndependent	adjudcaton	for	decsons	related	to	
nvoluntary	segregaton,	or	alternatve	models.52	
47	 Resoluton	663	C	(XXIV)	of	31	July	1957,	and	amended	by	Resoluton	2076	(LXII)	of	13	May	
1977.
48	 Yalden,	Human rights and corrections, supra	note	45	at	c.2.
49	 SMRs,	s.	8(b).
50	 SMRs,	s.	53(3).
51	 Unted	Natons	Human	Rghts	Commttee	(UNHRC),	Concluding Observations of the Human 
Rights Committee in Relation to the Report Submitted by Canada Under Article 40 of the Inter-
national Covenant on Civil and Political Rights	(Geneva:	Unted	Natons	Human	Rghts	Com-
mttee	85th	Sesson,	2005)	CCPR/C/CAN/CO/5.
52	 Ibid.,	Recommendaton	18.
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As	brefly	descrbed	above,	the	mechansms	for	oversght	and	accountablty	are	
even	more	nadequate	n	the	provncal	correctonal	system	n	Mantoba	than	n	
the	federal	system	whch	was	the	subject	of	ths	crtque	by	the	UNHCR.	
	 In	concluson,	 the	“legal	 landscape”	 for	provncally	 sentenced	prsoners	 n	
Mantoba	s	a	sgnficant	terran	that	has	generally	gone	unmapped	to	date.	The	
precedng	secton	has	amed	to	comple,	n	summary	form,	a	roadmap	of	many	
of	the	rghts	and	remedes	avalable	to	prsoners.	The	next	secton	turns	to	the	
rghts-holders	 themselves,	women	prsoners	 n	Mantoba,	 to	understand	 ther	
awareness	of	these	rghts	and	ther	perspectves	on	access	to	justce.	In	addton	
to	examnng	the	“law	on	the	books,”	ths	study	seeks	to	understand	somethng	
about	the	experence	on	the	ground	and,	n	partcular,	the	legal	conscousness	of	
women	prsoners	n	Mantoba.
III: METhODOLOgY FOR qUALITATIVE RESEARCh
 Central	to	femnst	and	Aborgnal-based	methodologes	s	the	premse	that	
all	knowledge	s	partal	and	embedded	wthn	socal	dscourse;	as	a	result,	no	one	
“can	speak	for	women	[or	Aborgnal	People]	because	no	such	person	exsts	ex-
cept	wthn	a	specfic	set	of	already	gendered	[and	racalzed]	relatons.”53	Wthn	
ths	framework,	lstenng	to	women’s	voces	s	vtal	 f	we	are	to	determne	the	
meanng	behnd	ssues	of	 legal	revew	for	provncally	sentenced	prsoners	–	a	
group	who	are	subjects	of	the	justce	system	every	day	but	whose	ablty	to	ac-
cess	justce	s	rarely	consdered.	Such	an	approach	typcally	favours	qualtatve	
methodologes.	Ths	approach	s	seen	as	the	best	way	to	lsten	to	women’s	voces	
n	order	to	nvestgate	patterns	that	emerge	from	personal	testmones.	For	ths	
reason,	 n-depth	 sem-structured	 ntervews	were	 conducted	wth	 twenty-one	
women	who	were	n	the	communty	but	had	been	ncarcerated	at	the	Portage	
Correctonal	Centre	[PCC]	(that	s,	servng	sentences	of	two	years	less	a	day	or	
on	remand	awatng	tral)	wthn	the	last	two	years.54	PCC	s	the	man	correc-
tonal	faclty	for	women	n	Mantoba.	In	general,	women	prsoners	make	up	less	
than	10	percent	of	the	provncal	prson	populaton.
 Consstent	 wth	 qualtatve	 methodologes,	 non-probablty	 samplng	 was	
used.	Because	the	goal	was	to	hghlght	narratves	from	a	specfic	group	of	people	
–	 crmnalzed	women	 –	 purposve	 samplng	was	 used.	 As	 such,	 partcpants	
were	recruted	wth	the	ad	of	the	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety,	an	organzaton	whch	
has	a	long	and	well	establshed	hstory	of	workng	wth	women	n	prson	and	
53	 Sherene	Razack,	“Explorng	the	Omssons	and	Slences	n	Law	Around	Race”	n	Joan	Brock-
man	and	Dorothy	E.	Chunn,	eds.,	Investigating Gender Bias: Law, Courts and the Legal Profession	
(Toronto:	Thompson	Educatonal	Publshng,	1993)	at	42.
54	 Intally	half	the	sample	was	to	be	comprsed	of	women	currently	servng	provncal	sentences	at	
PCC.	Due	to	dfficultes	n	ganng	access	to	the	jal	as	well	as	our	concerns	about	the	well-beng	
of	women	speakng	from	nsde	(especally	gven	the	nature	of	the	research	topc),	we	elected	
to	conduct	ntervews	only	wth	women	from	the	communty.	We	also	had	ntally	ntended	to	
have	half	the	sample	consst	of	women	who	had	utlzed	the	legal	revew	process;	however,	when	
we	began	ntervewng,	we	quckly	realzed	that	most	women	had	not	used	the	exstng	access	to	
justce	mechansms.	Further,	many	women	felt	more	comfortable	talkng	about	someone	they	
knew	who	had	utlzed	the	legal	revew	process.	Ths	s	understandable	gven	the	power	dynamcs	
embedded	wthn	total	nsttutons	such	as	prsons.
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offers	many	programs	and	servces	for	women	who	are	ether	n	prson	or	n	the	
communty.	
 In	Mantoba,	the	vast	majorty	of	women	prsoners	(upwards	of	70	percent)	
are	Aborgnal	–	 a	group	whose	 cultural	practces	 and	ways	of	understandng	
justce	 and	 healng	 have	 often	 been	margnalzed	 by	manstream	 culture	 and	
law.55	As	such,	ntervews	were	based	on	OCAP	(Ownershp,	Control,	Access,	
and	Possesson)	prncples,	meanng:	
Frst	Natons	control	data	collecton	processes	n	ther	com-
muntes.	Frst	Natons	own,	protect	and	control	how	nfor-
maton	s	used…	The	rght	to	Frst	Natons	communtes	to	
Own,	Control,	Access,	and	Process	nformaton	about	ther	
peoples	 s	 fundamentally	 ted	 to	 self-determnaton	 and	 to	
the	preservaton	and	development	of	ther	culture.56
	 As	a	way	to	adhere	to	OCAP	prncples,	an	Aborgnal	woman	research	as-
sstant	was	hred	to	conduct	all	ntervews.	Non-Englsh	language	optons	were	
also	made	 avalable	 to	 all	 Frst	Natons	 partcpants.	 In	 addton,	 a	 summary	
report	was	wrtten	and	made	avalable	to	partcpants	and	communty	members	
through	a	feast,	hosted	at	the	Elzabeth	Fry	office,	whch	ncluded	the	nvolve-
ment	of	an	elder	who	opened	and	closed	the	 feast	 n	a	Tradtonal	way	usng	
prayer	and	medcnes.	Fnally,	a	plan	language	handbook	outlnng	prsoners’	
rghts	and	practcal	access	to	justce	nformaton	s	beng	produced	and	wll	be	
dstrbuted	to	women	prsoners	through	the	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety.
	 Ths	research	s	ntended	as	an	exploratory	study	of	the	experences	of	prov-
ncally	sentenced	women	n	terms	of	ther	perceptons	of	access	to	justce.	As	
outlned	earler,	the	man	goal	of	ths	research	s	to	survey	the	avalable	mechan-
sms	for	legal	revew	(complants,	grevances,	or	revews)	by	provncal	prsoners	
n	Mantoba,	and	then	consder	why	and	how	those	apparatus’	were	or	were	not	
used.	In	partcular,	three	research	questons	gude	ths	work:
What	experences	do	women	n	prson	have	that	could	be	(or	
should	be)	the	subject	of	a	legal	revew?
Do	women	n	prson	utlze	exstng	legal	mechansms	for	re-
dress	of	rghts	volatons	and	other	llegaltes?	Why	or	why	
not?
By	lstenng	to	women	n	prson,	what	recommendatons	do	
they	have	that	would	make	the	system	more	effectve?	What	
has	to	happen	n	order	for	ther	needs	to	be	met?
Each	research	queston	wll	be	dscussed	n	turn,	but	first	t	s	mportant	to	con-
textualze	the	women	as	a	group	n	terms	of	who	they	are	and	how	they	became	
crmnalzed.	
55	 Hamlton	and	Snclar,	supra	note	6	and	Monture-Angus,	supra	note	7.
56	 Natonal	Aborgnal	Health	Organzaton,	“OCAP	Prncples”	http://www.naho.ca/firstnatons/
englsh/ocap_prncples.php
•
•
•
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IV: RESEARCh FINDINgS
A. Who are the women?
 Of	the	twenty-one	women	who	partcpated,	all	reported	beng	ncarcerated	
at	PCC	over	 the	 last	 two	years.	Eght	women	also	mentoned	beng	 jaled	 n	
the	Remand	Centre,	four	were	prevously	ncarcerated	n	youth	detenton,	one	
had	served	tme	at	the	The	Pas	Correctonal	Centre,	and	one	woman	served	a	
federal	sentence.	Fourteen	women	were	n	PCC	for	less	than	sx	months,	four	
women	spent	seven	months	to	one	year,	and	one	woman	was	there	for	almost	
two	years.	Two	women’s	 sentences	were	not	dsclosed	 n	 the	 ntervew.	Seven	
women	 (thrty-three	 percent)	 reported	 spendng	 tme	 n	 segregaton	whle	 at	
PCC.
 The	women	ntervewed	ranged	n	age	from	twenty-four	to	forty-three	years	
old	(average	age	was	thrty-five).	Wth	the	excepton	of	one	Caucasan	woman,	
all	partcpants	were	Aborgnal,	Inut,	or	Méts.	Only	three	women	(fourteen	
percent)	reported	completng	hgh	school.	Of	the	fifteen	known	employment	
hstores,	a	thrd	(thrty-three	percent;	n=5)	reported	havng	no	prevous	labour	
market	 experence.	 Over	 half	 (fifty-three	 percent;	 n=8)	 were	 prevously	 em-
ployed,	whle	two	partcpants	currently	occuped	pad	postons.	
 In	terms	of	famly	make-up,	only	one	woman	ntervewed	reported	beng	cur-
rently	marred	or	nvolved	n	a	common-law	relatonshp,	although	nformaton	
was	unknown	for	nne	partcpants.	All	of	the	women	were	mothers.	Over	half	
(n=12)	 had	five	 or	more	 chldren	 (average=4.86).	Of	 the	 sxteen	partcpants	
who	had	nfants,	toddlers,	or	school-aged	chldren,	fifty-sx	percent	(n=9)	cur-
rently	had	custody	of	all	ther	chldren.
 In	an	attempt	to	contextualze	women’s	experences	wth	crmnalzaton,	we	
tred	to	gather	nformaton	on	the	partcpant’s	lfe	hstores.	Sx	women	spoke	
of	growng	up	n	and	out	of	foster	care.	Although	not	specfically	probed	for,	sx	
women	dsclosed	occurrences	of	physcal	and/or	sexual	abuse	as	chldren	and	sx	
partcpants	 dentfied	 experencng	domestc	 volence	 as	 adults.	Four	women	
spoke	of	beng	prosttuted	–	two	as	adolescents.	Some	of	the	women	ntervewed	
also	reported	mental	health	struggles,	beng	dagnosed	wth	 fetal	alcohol	 syn-
drome,	beng	bulled	as	youth,	wtnessng	the	deaths	of	close	frends	and	famly	
members,	and	beng	nfected	wth	HIV.	Fnally,	all	of	the	women	ntervewed	
dsclosed	 struggles	wth	drugs	 and/or	 alcohol	 and	many	 spoke	about	 the	 sys-
temc	and	nter-generatonal	nature	of	substance	abuse	wthn	ther	famles.
B. What experiences do women in prison have that could or should be the 
subject of a legal review?
 At	least	seven	of	the	women	ntervewed	reported	havng	been	placed	n	seg-
regaton	(soltary	confinement	n	a	tny,	concrete	cell	n	the	basement	of	the	jal)	
for	perods	rangng	from	a	few	days	to	a	number	of	weeks.	Two	women	reported	
havng	been	strp-searched,	at	least	one	wth	a	male	guard	present:
…so him and this other guard took me down to the hole and 
made me strip down all my clothes in front of them. I was even 
on my time [menstruating] then, you know .… I was there for a 
month and a half.
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She	went	on	to	say:
[t]here’s a mattress, a bed, a sink, a toilet. One time, I don’t know 
how to say it, I threw a panic attack in there ’cause it was so 
small, and I was asking to see the nurse or if they could give me 
something for it, and still nothing. I was just lying there finding 
it hard to breathe. I was closing my eyes and crying and guards 
were just walking by.
 One	woman	reported	that	she	had	been	segregated	for	suspected	drug	posses-
son	and	 three	others	 for	fightng	wth	other	prsoners.	At	 least	one	woman	
ndcated	 that	 she	 had	 been	 placed	 n	 segregaton	 “for	 her	 own	 protecton”	
rather	than	for	dscplnary	reasons:
[l]ike they wanted me to go into segregation when I was having 
problems with these girls. I go down there, and I’m like, “will I get 
my phone calls?” And they’re like “No, you’re treated like the way 
you’re supposed to be treated in segregation.” And I’m like, you 
guys are telling me to do this stuff yet you guys won’t help me out 
here so, you know, like I have to suffer through, you know, living 
like this, like you know scared for my baby. Like I know that I did 
things wrong, but they had no right to treat me like that. I made 
bad choices when I was younger, you know, when I was young, 
but that doesn’t mean that I’m not a good human being.
One	woman	ndcated	that	she	was	not	told	about	any	rght	to	call	a	lawyer	and	
was	provded	wth	no	access	to	the	phone.	However,	another	woman	reported	
havng	been	told	“do	you	want	a	lawyer	or	do	you	want	to	say	somethng	on	your	
behalf?”	when	she	appeared	before	the	nternal	Dscplnary	Board,	presded	over	
by	the	Deputy	Superntendent	and	two	other	correctonal	staff	members.57
 One	woman	reported	that	a	prsoner,	whom	she	beleved	to	be	schzophrenc,	
was	put	n	segregaton	for	approxmately	two	weeks:	
[w]hen I was in there, there was a girl in there. She was one of 
my roommates in the room I was in. She had a problem. She was 
schizophrenic and the girls complained about her and they just 
came and took her from there and she didn’t even do anything 
and they took her to the hole because she was a schizophrenic. She 
was there [segregation] for two weeks that I was there. 
Other	dscplne	reported	by	the	women	conssted	of,	for	example,	beng	confined	
to	ther	cells	for	openng	a	door	and	httng	a	guard	or	swearng	at	a	guard.
	 Two	women	descrbed	 havng	 heard	 staff	make	 offensve	 comments	 about	
Aborgnal	women.	For	example,
57	 See	supra note	26	at	s.	8	and	s.	9.
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[o]ne guard said something [derogatory toward Aboriginal 
women] that I didn’t like so I said something to her and I felt 
that I was punished for it. I don’t want to repeat it…I told her 
you shouldn’t be saying that to people.
 A	number	of	women	served	at	least	some	of	ther	tme	n	“cell	block”	(PCC’s	
“secure	 lvng	 locaton,”	 whch	 conssts	 of	 small,	 segregaton-type	 cells	 wth	
barred	doors	 that	open	up	 to	a	 small,	 common	eatng	area	and	 s	a	more	 re-
strctve	envronment	than	the	usual	“dorm-style”	cells).	Three	women	reported	
havng	concerns	about	other	women	n	the	nsttuton,	fearng	for	ther	safety,	
and	not	feelng	that	they	receved	an	adequate	response	when	they	voced	these	
concerns	to	correctonal	staff.
 Fve	women	reported	not	recevng	ther	medcaton	for	some	perod	of	tme	
whle	at	PCC	and	a	number	expressed	a	range	of	physcal	and	health	concerns	
that	they	felt	were	unaddressed	by	medcal	staff.	The	followng	two	women	de-
scrbed	ther	experences:
[w]hen I was in segregation] I was bitten by red ants… I tried to 
tell the nurse about it and all she gave me was calamine lotion. I 
was actually sick for about a few days… I had bites all over. 
When I was there I didn’t get my medication… I had an anxiety 
problem. I felt that that I just couldn’t handle it day by day. 
Yes, they took my medication away. I found that very hard and 
stressful.
Four	women	descrbed	havng	been	treated	roughly	or	subjected	to	verbal	abuse	
from	staff.	One	woman	reported	not	havng	been	permtted	to	telephone	her	
home	 n	 an	 emergency	 and	 another	 ndcated	 that	mal	 from	her	 lawyer	was	
opened	by	correctonal	staff:
[l]ike they open our lawyers’ mail in front of us and I thought 
they weren’t supposed to.
	 Assumng	for	the	purposes	of	ths	study	that	the	experences	descrbed	by	the	
women	could	be	proved	through	evdence,	and	recallng	our	bref	revew	of	legal	
rghts	and	revew	mechansm	n	Part	II,	a	number	of	rghts	and	legal	avenues	for	
revew	potentally	arse.	The	ncarceraton	of	prsoners	n	segregaton	(whether	for	
dscplnary	or	admnstratve	reasons)	trggers	rghts	related	to	nsttutonal	com-
plants	and	revews	provded	under	the	CSA	and	Regulatons,	as	well	as	rghts	to	
far	procedures	n	accordance	wth	the	“prncples	of	fundamental	justce”	protect-
ed	by	secton	7	of	the	Charter.58	Strp-searchng	may	mplcate	rghts	under	secton	
8	of	the	Charter	(freedom	from	unreasonable	search	or	sezure),	even	though	prs-
58	 See	 e.g., Howard v. Presiding Officer of the Inmate Disciplinary Court of Stony Mountain Insti-
tution,	 [1984]	2	F.C.	642	 (C.A.)	and	Pickard v. Mountain Institution,	 [1994]	F.C.J.	No.	438	
(T.D.)..
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oners	have	been	held	to	have	a	dmnshed	“reasonable	expectaton	of	prvacy”	n	
prson.59	The	protectons	aganst	dscrmnaton	found	n	the	Human Rights Code	
and	secton	15	of	the	Charter	mean	that,	for	example,	any	dscrmnatory	treat-
ment	of	Aborgnal	prsoners	or	the	presence	of	male	guards	on	the	front	lnes	n	
women’s	prsons	(ncludng	durng	a	strp-search),	could	form	the	bass	for	human	
rghts	clams.60	At	a	broader	level,	each	of	the	experences	descrbed	above	could	
be	the	subject	of	a	complant	to	the	Ombudsman	for	nvestgaton.
C. Do women in prison utilize existing legal mechanisms for redress of 
rights violations and other illegalities? Why or why not?
 Women	who	partcpated	n	the	study	demonstrated	a	low	level	of	utlzaton	
of	any	nternal	or	external	complant	and/or	revew	mechansms.	One	woman	
reported	grevng	a	decson	to	the	Superntendent	of	PCC,	and	a	handful	of	
women	ndcated	havng	made	calls	 to	the	Mantoba	Ombudsman.	However,	
only	two	women	reported	havng	submtted	any	knd	of	wrtten	complant	to	
the	Ombudsman.	One	of	these	women	descrbed	Ombudsman	staff	as	havng	
been	very	helpful	to	her.	
 Accordng	to	the	2006	Annual Report of the Manitoba Ombudsman,	there	were	
sxteen	new	cases	 opened	 that	 year	 from	women	at	PCC.61	The	number	was	
smlar	 n	2005,	wth	fifteen	new	cases.62	Nether	 the	2005	nor	2006	Report, 
provdes	any	nformaton	about	the	crcumstances	of	these	complants.	In	the	
past,	the	Ombudsman	has	nvestgated	and	made	recommendatons	on	a	varety	
of	ssues,	ncludng	n	a	seres	of	reports	concernng	health	care	at	PCC	n	2001,	
2002,	and	2004.63	The	total	number	of	new	cases	opened	by	the	Ombudsman	
n	2005	for	all	government	departments	or	agences	was	718,	wth	260	of	those	
nvolvng	varous	aspects	of	Mantoba	Justce	(the	majorty	beng	from	correc-
tons,	wth	others	relatng	to	legal	ad,	mantenance	enforcement,	etc.).	In	2006,	
the	total	number	of	new	cases	was	down	to	314,	wth	114	concernng	varous	
aspects	of	Mantoba	Justce.	
 Our	 findng	 that	 relatvely	 few	 complants	 are	made	 by	 women	 prsoners	
seems	consstent	wth	these	statstcs.	A	number	of	possble	explanatons	for	ths	
relatvely	low	level	of	utlzaton	emerged	from	the	ntervews,	namely:
first,	women	 lacked	 nformaton	 about	 ther	 rghts	 as	 prs-
oners	and	any	legal	mechansms	avalable	for	complant	and	
redress;
second,	women	faced	a	number	of	practcal	barrers	to	the	use	
of	any	legal	mechansms,	such	as	barrers	related	to	 lteracy	
levels,	ther	relatvely	short	stays,	a	lack	of	legal	ad,	etc.;
59	 Fieldhouse v. Canada	(1995),	40	C.R.	(4th)	263	(B.C.C.A.).
60	 See	CHRC,	Protecting Their Rights, supra	note	5	at	5.2.1.1.	for	a	prelmnary	dscusson	of	the	
human	rghts	ssues	assocated	wth	male	guards	on	the	front	lnes	n	women’s	prsons.
61	 Mantoba	Ombudsman,	2006 Annual Report	(March	31,	2007),	onlne:	Ombudsman	Mantoba	
<http://www.ombudsman.mb.ca/whatsnew.htm>.
62	 Mantoba	Ombudsman,	2005	Annual	Report:	Admnstratve	Accountablty	(March	31,	2006),	
onlne:	Ombudsman	Mantoba	<http://www.ombudsman.mb.ca/whatsnew.htm>.
63	 Mantoba	Ombudsman,	2004 Annual Report: Administrative Accountability	(May	31,	2005).
•
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thrd,	 women	 just	 “dd	 ther	 tme,”	 feelng	 that	 makng	 a	
complant	would	be	futle;	and
fourth,	women	feared	reprsals	(ether	from	other	prsoners	or	
from	correctonal	staff )	f	they	used	any	legal	mechansms.
In	the	paragraphs	that	follow,	we	dscuss	each	of	these	possble	explanatons	n	
turn.
1. Lack of Information
	 All	but	one	of	the	women	ntervewed	felt	they	were	not	adequately	nformed	
of	ther	legal	and	human	rghts	whle	they	were	n	prson.		Some	of	the	com-
ments	nclude:
[t]he only rights I heard were when I was getting arrested. They 
never explained anything in jail.
I heard about the Ombudsman but I didn’t know how to access 
that but my cousin did.
I never tried ‘cause I didn’t know anything.
No I don’t much about it [legal resources and rights] ‘cause I’ve 
never been in this justice system before.
…because I didn’t know anything and I don’t know, I just want-
ed to get the hell out of there.
At	least	one	woman	reported	havng	been	told	that	she	had	no	rghts:
[t]here was this lady guard …They told me once you are in here 
you are a nobody. You don’t have no rights. I asked them “don’t I 
have a right to talk to someone?” They said “no, not once you are 
in here you are nobody. You don’t have no rights.”
Another	woman	descrbed	not	beng	advsed	of	her	rghts:
[i]n my personal opinion we are not advised of our rights. ... I 
think the government…I don’t know if it is the government or 
the people who run PCC, whatever, it’s just they don’t advise us 
because then they don’t want us to know how to go about getting 
these rights. 
However	the	same	woman	also	noted	that
[t]here is a paper by the phone that states if you have a prob-
lem…No one ever told me about the Ombudsman. I read it. 
They keep it posted.
•
•
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	 The	first	ever	newsletter	of	the	Mantoba	Ombudsman,	publshed	n	Decem-
ber	2006,	descrbes	some	new	ntatves	amed	at	 ncreasng	the	awareness	of	
provncal	prsoners	and	correctonal	staff	concernng	methods	to	address	com-
plants.	The	office	has	produced	new	pamphlets	and	posters	enttled	“How	to	
Solve	Problems	Whle	 n	Provncal	 Jals”	 after	 consultng	wth	prsoners	 and	
staff	at	varous	adult	and	youth	correctonal	centres	n	the	provnce.	The	Elza-
beth	Fry	Socety	of	Mantoba	has	learned	that	staff	from	the	Mantoba	Ombuds-
man	perodcally	come	to	PCC	to	hold	nformaton	sessons	wth	the	women.	
Ths	would	seem	to	be	a	postve	and	productve	ntatve.	However,	t	s	not	
clear	how	often	these	nformaton	sessons	take	place.	In	addton,	complants	
to	prson	officals	or	to	the	Ombudsman	are	only	two	mechansm	n	the	array	
of	legal	rghts	and	revew	mechansms	provded	by	law,	as	outlned	n	Part	II.	
For	example,	the	women	ntervewed	demonstrated	no	awareness	of	any	Charter	
rghts	that	mght	be	volated	whle	they	were	n	prson	and	that	mght	form	the	
bass	for	a	potental	clam	n	court.
2. Practical barriers to making complaints
 One	woman	descrbed	the	dsncentve	to	make	any	complant,	gven	that	her	
stay	n	jal	would	not	be	very	long:
[w]hen you put a request in it takes a while. It takes maybe a week, 
two weeks and I knew that I wasn’t going to be there long so…Not 
arguing about anything. I’ll just do my time and get out. 
 Most	women	ntervewed	had	low	levels	of	formal	educaton.	As	such,	some	
women	descrbed	havng	dfficultes	understandng	wrtten	materal	about	ther	
rghts,	ndcatng	that	they	would	understand	better	f	thngs	were	explaned	to	
them	n	plan	language.	Some	also	descrbed	the	posters	and	pamphlets	beng	
rpped	down	and	not	replaced.
I only went to grade eight and I don’t know all these big words.
Not like by book but by talk. Because I don’t understand the 
words.
Get someone to come in and talk about these things… because 
the papers get ripped down, you know.
3. Lack of confidence in the system and just “doing their time”
 Many	women	 reported	 that	 they	 felt	 complants	 were	 futle,	 or	 that	 they	
would	not	be	treated	farly,	so	they	just	“dd	ther	tme”:
[y]ou can complain all you want, they don’t do nothing. They 
don’t care… There is nothing you can do. They don’t do anything. 
You complain and complain and nothing gets done [in particu-
lar, in relation to health care concerns].
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We can go to the Ombudsman. We know that but there is no 
point. They don’t do anything. Because you complain and it 
doesn’t work. Nothing happens. Nothing gets changed. When 
you get in, right, you get this booklet that says if you want to 
complain then you go to the Ombudsman, right. Well, it doesn’t 
matter because nothing gets done. Nothing changes.
Keep your mouth shut and this will go faster…I’ll keep my mouth 
shut so you can do your job.
I figured that I would lose and they would do nothing.
Even	a	woman	who	dentfied	herself	as	“headstrong”	felt	defeated	by	the	pros-
pect	of	makng	a	complant:
I tried but it’s no use because it’s like useless unless you’re really head-
strong like I can be. But not for so long, ‘cause they, like, take every-
thing out of you and you get things taken away. Like, there’s not 
much to be taken away but that’s all you got you know. You don’t 
want stuff like that taken away when you already have nothing.
One	woman	who	ndcated	she	had	called	the	Ombudsman	descrbed	feelng	
abandoned:
[y]es, I do. Yes, I phoned the Ombudsman and you know they are 
so hard like to deal with. Like last year I had talked about com-
plaining about my phone privileges…after that I had also ac-
cepted it but I also said like this is too long…as soon as I walked 
in that gate they said you don’t have your phone privileges. I said 
like that was last year and I said so what’s the difference now…
All I did was cry. I called them and they told me that…write to 
the ombudsman which I had…like nobody even came in to talk 
to me but like nobody ever even called or cared about anything.
However,	 another	 woman	 descrbed	 havng	 successfully	 complaned	 to	 the	
Superntendent	about	her	concerns	regardng	medcal	care:
I wrote a letter to the higher lady, the warden. They ended up 
doing something about it.
4. Fear of reprisals
 A	number	of	women	descrbed	feelng	too	scared	to	make	a	complant,	ex-
pressng	concerns	about	possble	reprsals	from	correctonal	staff	or	other	prson-
ers	for	“rattng”.	Accordng	to	one	woman:
[a] lot of women are afraid to ask questions so if that kind of 
information was already there it would make it easier for them 
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to get that kind of legal information. It would help them know 
what their rights are. That was one of the things we discussed 
in there. There were women from all different reserves and we 
talked a lot about that but we couldn’t find a solution. I told 
them that because of the abuse we suffered in our childhood that 
we were all afraid of repercussions, that if we told anyone about 
our abuse that we felt it would only get worse.
Other	women	expressed	smlar	concerns:
I didn’t want the girls to call me a rat and try to roll me out.
I was too scared. They give you a harder time if you do something 
like that [file a complaint].
No I didn’t because I was afraid of repercussions, like when I 
shared that story with you [she had described organizing women 
in her home community to protest a violent attack on a friend 
and she had experienced negative treatment in the commun-
ity]… So for me doing that I felt a lot of repercussions from that. 
So I felt that if I took my complaint to an ombudsman that there 
would be repercussions. I’m still afraid of that. 
	 One	woman	descrbed	havng	learned	from	her	sster,	who	had	also	done	tme	
at	PCC,	that	t	was	better	not	to	speak	up:
I felt angry so I didn’t want to screw up…Well, my sister was in 
there for like 2 years and she said she went in there [segregation] 
once because she spoke up. 
Our	findngs	n	ths	study	are	constant	wth	what	the	Mantoba	Aborgnal	Jus-
tce	Inqury	found	to	be	true	15	years	ago,	at	least	wth	respect	to	the	provncal	
jal	system	for	women:
[]n	 both	 federal	 and	provncal	 penal	 systems	 n	Mantoba,	
there	 exsts	no	 satsfactory,	 culturally	 approprate	process	 for	
Aborgnal	nmates	to	challenge	or	appeal	ther	treatment.	Ac-
cordng	to	our	survey	of	nmates,	64%	of	Aborgnal	nmates	
had	not	made	any	complants	durng	ther	tme	n	prson,	com-
pared	wth	40%	of	non-Aborgnal	nmates.	Thrty	per	cent	of	
Aborgnal	nmates	felt	there	was	no	one	they	could	go	to	wth	
complants	 about	 the	way	 they	were	 treated,	 and	 ths	 figure	
rses	to	41%	when	one	looks	only	at	provncal	Aborgnal	n-
mates.	Sxty-nne	per	cent	of	those	who	dd	make	ther	com-
plants	known	reported	that	ther	concerns	were	gnored.64
64	 Hamlton	and	Snclar,	Justice System and Aboriginal People, supra	note	6	at	c.	11.
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	In	the	next	secton,	we	explore	some	of	the	deas	and	recommendatons	arsng	
from	ths	prelmnary	research.	However,	t	remans	the	case	that	further	research	
would	assst	n	sheddng	lght	on	possbltes	for	addressng	some	of	the	prac-
tcal	barrers	to	utlzng	nternal	or	external	complant	and	revew	mechansms,	
such	as	the	short	prson	stays	and	the	speed	wth	whch	dscplnary	decsons	
and	sanctons	play	out	n	provncal	systems.	We	suggest	that	t	would	be	most	
benefical	to	conduct	acton-orented	research	through,	for	example,	prsoners’	
legal	clncs	operated	n	partnershp	by	Legal	Ad	and	unversty	researchers	and	
students.	Such	clncs	would	provde	much-needed	legal	 nformaton,	advce,	
and	support	wth	prsoners’	clams,	whle	also	allowng	for	addtonal	research	
n	a	communty-based	settng.
	
V. RECOMMENDATIONS AND POLICY DIRECTIONS
 A	number	of	 recommendatons	 emerge	 from	 the	women’s	 experences	 and	
knowledge,	when	consdered	n	conjuncton	wth	findngs	from	other	research	
and	 reports.65	They	 range	 from	 relatvely	 smple	 proposals	 such	 as	 provdng	
regular,	accessble	nformaton	about	exstng	rghts,	along	wth	greater	cultural	
supports	and	access	to	legal	ad,	to	calls	for	new,	ndependent	accountablty	and	
oversght	mechansms	 to	promote	 rghts	 enforcement	 and	 ensure	 complance	
wth	the	law	n	provncal	jals.
A. Better information about existing rights
 Gven	 that	 so	many	women	 ndcated	 that	 they	 dd	 not	 understand	 ther	
rghts,	t	s	not	surprsng	that	a	number	of	them	recommended	better	orenta-
ton	on,	and	nformaton	about,	ther	rghts.	Due	to	lower	levels	of	lteracy	and	
nadequate	educaton	experenced	by	these	women,	t	was	clear	from	the	nter-
vews	that	the	answer	does	not	le	n	smply	puttng	up	more	posters	or	gvng	
out	booklets.	In	addton,	due	to	the	hgh	level	of	turnover,	and	relatvely	short	
stay	of	most	provncal	prsoners,	regular	and	recurrng	orentaton	on	rghts	s	
requred.	Accordng	to	two	of	the	women	ntervewed:
[t]hey need to be told or shown how to fill out a complaint… 
Once a week you should hold a gathering once a week as a group 
together… and hand out pamphlets about their rights: “This 
is what you can do if you feel your rights have been violated or 
have you been given a chance to do any of this?” Give them the 
numbers of lawyers where they can complain, where they can do 
that. Native, Aboriginal women. There are a lot of women who 
do not know their rights and they should be aware and shown 
how to get better aid, legal aid that way.
They should have some kind of liaison officer. Whether it be 
65	 See	e.g.,	Hamlton	and	Snclar,	supra note	6;	CHRC,	Protecting their Rights,	supra	note	5;	and	
varous	artcles	collected	n	the	symposum	“Prson	Oversght	and	Human	Rghts,”	(2006)	48	
Canadan	Journal	of	Crmnology	and	Crmnal	Justce	at	127-314.
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through the government or PCC or whoever to sit there and have 
an orientation when you first get there. There is an orientation 
that takes place now where rules and regulations are told but they 
should also have another orientation where women are informed 
of their legal and human rights. A lot of women do have conflict 
with the guards and whatever and there are certain rights that I 
am sure we are not given.
It	s	hoped	that	the	plan	language	handbook	produced	as	part	of	ths	research	
project,	as	well	as	the	new	materals	developed	by	the	Mantoba	Ombudsman,	
wll	go	some	way	toward	fillng	ths	nformaton	gap.	However,	broader	systemc	
changes,	 along	wth	 human	 advocacy	 and	 legal	 resources	 are	 also	 needed,	 as	
dscussed	below.
B. Accessible and knowledgeable advocates
 The	women’s	call	 for	more	accessble	and	frequent	 nformaton	about	ther	
rghts	s	related	to	a	second	recommendaton	for	knowledgeable	advocates,	n-
cludng	lawyers,	communty	advocates,	or	others,	who	would	meet	confidental-
ly	wth	the	women.	The	women	lnked	ther	awareness	(or	lack	thereof )	of	ther	
rghts	and	access	to	justce	to	the	broader	socal	context	of	margnalzaton	they	
experence.	They	descrbed	the	mportance	of	advocates	n	a	varety	of	ways:
I think they should have individual counseling in there. Let you 
know the rights you have. Because a lot of girls that go in there, 
they’re first time. They don’t know. They are scared to even ask 
for help.
I wish there would be somebody there like to check up on the 
inmates in there. … There should be someone there like to go talk 
to the inmates, ‘cause there’s a lot of times there when the girls in 
there need to talk to somebody.
I think… they should have somebody like you [interviewer from 
Elizabeth Fry Society] there to help. Along with pamphlets and 
stuff.
I think that somebody should go in there and explain to them 
what their rights are and why they’re allowed these rights, and 
what they can do and stuff like that, without a guard sitting 
there. You can’t go and explain anything because you have two, 
three guards sitting there, which makes it very uncomfortable, be-
cause you really can’t talk about anything because they’re there.
I came to [meet with] Elizabeth Fry when I was in Remand and 
when I was getting out the first time.
I feel that lawyers should go out there and visit with the women 
when they’re in there.
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They should have somebody there like you over there that you can 
talk to. In the jail, so you can talk to them. [Someone] that goes 
in there, like, every week. Have everything confidential.
	 A	 2002	Report	 of	 the	 federal	Department	 of	 Justce	 enttled	 “Sx	Degrees	
from	Lberaton:	Legal	Needs	of	Women	n	Crmnal	and	Other	Matters”66	came	
to	a	smlar	concluson,	namely	that:
[m]ost	bascally,	prsoners	requre	legal	nformaton	n	order	
to	assst	them	to	frame	a	problem	as	one	wth	a	legal	dmen-
son	 to	 t.	Gven	 the	cultural	alenaton	most	 federally	 sen-
tenced	women	experence,	legal	nformaton	would	be	most	
easly	 accepted	 f	 t	were	 authored	 and	dstrbuted	by	 such	
communty-based	 organzatons	 as	 Elzabeth	 Fry	 Socetes.	
Other	 organzatons	 that	 could	 brdge	 the	 cultural	 dvde	
wth	Aborgnal	women	or	offer	nformaton	n	an	accessble	
format	 to	women	wth	mental	 health	 challenges	would	 be	
able	to	assst	women	to	dentfy	ther	legal	ssues	as	well	as	the	
recourses	avalable	to	them.67
C. Aboriginal spiritual and cultural supports
 A	 key	 theme	 that	 arose	 n	 a	 number	 of	 ntervews	was	 the	 mportance	 of	
support	from	elders,	sharng	crcles,	and	greater	access	to	cultural	supports	for	
ncarcerated	women.	The	provson	of	such	servces	wthn	provncal	jals	was	a	
sgnficant	recommendaton	of	the	Aborgnal	Justce	Inqury,	and	one	that	has	
been	mplemented	to	a	certan	extent.68	Elders	provde	some	support	to	women	
prsoners	 at	 both	 the	Wnnpeg	Remand	Centre	 and	PCC,	 although	women	
ntervewed	 for	 ths	 study	 ndcated	 that	 the	 demand	 for	 elder	 servces	 often	
exceeds	ther	avalablty.
 Some	women	ndcated	that	partcpaton	n	sharng	crcles	and	the	support	
of	elders	asssted	them	n	assertng	ther	rghts	and	reganng	ther	confidence.	
Some	of	ther	comments	nclude:
I believe that [we need] things like sharing circles where you can 
66	 Addaro,	Six Degree from Liberation,	supra note	4.
67	 Ibid.	at	2.2.2	“Legal	Ad	and	Other	Legal	Needs.”	See	also,	Prare	Research	Assocates	Inc.	(PRA),	
Study	of	the	Legal	Servces	Provded	to	Pententary	Inmates	by	Legal	Ad	Plans	and	Clncs	n	
Canada	(Ottawa:	Department	of	Justce	Canada,	Research	and	Statstcs	Dvson,	2002)	www.
justce.gc.ca/en/ps/rs/rep/2003/rr03lars-10/rr03lars-10.pdf	n	whch	t	s	noted	(at	3.5.2):	
	 [w]hle	ths	research	has	concentrated	on	legal	ad,	t	 s	clear	that	there	are	other	mportant	
related	legal	supports	that	can	be	provded	to	federal	nmates.	Legal	orentaton	sessons	for	new	
nmates,	toll-free	legal	advce	servces,	and	well-mantaned	law	lbrares	n	correctonal	nsttu-
tons	can	provde	a	cost-effectve	supplement	(or	even	an	alternatve)	to	legal	ad,	especally	n	
lght	of	past	and	potental	cuts	to	legal	ad	fundng.	These	related	forms	of	support	should	also	
be	avalable	n	a	range	of	meda	to	reflect	the	varyng	needs	and	abltes	of	federal	nmates.
68	 Hamlton	and	Snclar,	Justice System and Aboriginal People,	supra	note	6	at	c.11.
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talk and where you can share each other’s stories. I believe it 
empowers women; they become stronger and more confident. I 
would like to see a place for them to share their stories. Because a 
lot of time just talking about it can make you feel better and not 
so alone. I would like to see a lot more of elder participation. Like 
in there we were fighting over one elder.
They should … have meetings where they can sit with other 
people and sit and have coffee and talk.
Like you have to grab a hold of a lot of things, like you grab a 
hold of AA and that, and you know that when I’ve been out here 
[out of jail] I grabbed a hold of my [Aboriginal] culture and I 
think they need more of the cultural things in jail. Like, you 
know, they don’t have none of that and a lot of them are just lost, 
like I was lost.
I think that most women are Aboriginal and I think they need 
to be more in touch with their spiritual background and their 
spiritual culture.
	 An	example	of	a	model	that	mght	be	consdered	n	Mantoba	s	the	natonal	
“Human	Rghts	n	Acton”	collaboraton	between	the	Canadan	Assocaton	of	
Elzabeth	Fry	Socetes,	the	Natve	Women’s	Assocaton	of	Canada,	and	Strength	
n	 Ssterhood,	 an	 organzaton	 of	 former	women	prsoners.	Ths	 partnershp,	
funded	by	Status	of	Women	Canada,	has	nvolved	the	tranng	of	prsoner	peer	
advocates,	Aborgnal	women	n	the	communty,	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	staff	and	
others	to	form	advocacy	teams	to	promote	awareness	of	the	human	rghts	and	
rentegraton	needs	of	federally	sentenced	women,	wth	a	partcular	focus	on	the	
needs	and	capactes	of	Aborgnal	women.
D. Independent oversight and accountability
	 The	findng	from	ths	study	that	many	prsoners	lack	confidence	n	the	com-
plants	process	s	consstent	wth	other	research	at	the	federal	level	and	ponts	to	
the	realty	that	smply	mprovng	nformaton	and	advocacy	wthn	the	exstng	
nternal	complants	process	wll	not	be	enough	to	acheve	access	to	justce.	As	
descrbed	above,	correctonal	law	n	Mantoba	provdes	for	wholly	internal	com-
plant,	segregaton	revew,	and	dscplne	procedures,	whch	s	a	common	model	
across	Canadan	provncal	systems.	In	the	federal	system,	experence	has	shown	
that	nternal	accountablty	for	complance	wth	the	law	has	not	provded	suf-
ficent	protecton	aganst	abuses	wthn	prsons.69	The	nadequacy	of	the	federal	
grevance	procedure,	ncludng	ts	lack	of	procedural	farness	guarantees,	delays,	
69	 See	for	example,	the	artcles	collected	n	the	recent	symposum	on	“Prson	Oversght	and	Human	
Rghts”	n	(2006)	48(2)	Canadan	Journal	of	Crmnology	&	Crmnal	Justce.	See	also	Canad-
an	Human	Rghts	Commsson,	supra	note	6	at	c.	8:	“Protectng	human	rghts	requres	effectve	
external	redress.”
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and	 falure	 to	 address	 long-standng	 ssues,	 has	 figured	 promnently	 n	 every	
annual	report	of	the	federal	Correctonal	Investgator	snce	fiscal	year	1987-88.	
After	much	careful	nvestgaton	and	revew,	Justce	Arbour	concluded	n	1996	
that	nternal	accountablty	mechansms	were	ncapable	of	effectvely	requrng	
that	prsons	conform	to	the	Rule	of	Law.	She	urged	that	the	Correctonal	Servce	
of	Canada	[CSC]	“would	be	well	advsed	to	resst	the	mpulse	to	further	regulate	
tself	by	the	ssuance	of	even	more	admnstratve	drectons.	Rather,	the	effort	
must	be	made	to	brng	home	to	all	partcpants	n	the	correctonal	enterprse	the	
need	to	yeld	to	the	external	power	of	Parlament	and	the	courts.”70	There	s	no	
reason	to	beleve	that	the	stuaton	s	any	better	n	the	provncal	context.	
	 In	 response	 to	 concerns	 about	 the	 lack	of	 ndependent	decson-makers	 n	
the	 federal	 nsttutonal	 dscplne	 system,	 the	CSC	 has	 nsttuted	 Independ-
ent	Charpersons	for	dscplnary	hearngs.71	Recently,	a	provncal	jal	dscplne	
regme	n	Alberta	(whch	s	smlar	to	that	n	Mantoba)	was	declared	uncon-
sttutonal	for	ts	lack	of	ndependence	by	the	Alberta	Court	of	Queen’s	Bench.	
The	Court	 n	Currie v. Alberta (Edmonton Remand Centre),72	 found	 that	 the	
dscplnary	board	faled	to	meet	the	requrements	of	ndependence	requred	by	
s.	7	of	the	Charter.	There	was	found	to	be	a	clear	conflct	between	the	duty	of	
staff	members	of	a	dscplnary	board	n	Alberta’s	correctonal	centres	to	man-
tan	 dscplne	 and	 staff	morale	 and	 the	 rght	 of	 prsoners	 have	 charges	 dealt	
wth	before	a	trbunal	wth	a	sufficent	degree	of	ndependence	and	mpartalty.	
Ths	conflct	of	nterest	led	to	a	reasonable	apprehenson	of	bas	n	a	substantal	
number	of	cases.	The	court	went	on	to	hold	that	whle	tranng	board	members	
(i.e.,	correctonal	staff )	n	admnstratve	law	would	assst	n	achevng	proced-
ural	farness,	t	could	not	remove	the	nevtable	bas	n	favour	of	the	evdence	of	
correctonal	officers.	Furthermore,	even	though	grantng	prsoners	the	rght	to	
counsel	and	the	presence	of	counsel	at	hearngs	would	help	to	acheve	procedural	
farness,	the	reasonable	apprehenson	of	bas	would	reman.	Both	the	dscplne	
board	process	and	appeal	processes	were	found	to	volate	the	Charter.73	
	 Gven	the	smlartes	between	the	Alberta	and	Mantoba	nsttutonal	dsc-
plne	 regmes,	 t	 s	 reasonable	 to	 conclude	 that	 a	 consttutonal	 challenge	 n	
Mantoba	would	have	a	 smlar	 lkelhood	of	 success.	The	key	problem,	 from	
a	Charter	perspectve,	s	the	lack	of	ndependence	and	the	resultng	reasonable	
apprehenson	of	bas.	Ths	lack	of	ndependence	was	crtczed	n	the	Mantoba	
Aborgnal	Justce	Inqury	Report:
[h]earngs	are	conducted	by	a	senor	staff	member	of	the	n-
sttuton.	Ths,	we	beleve,	creates	a	conflct	of	nterest	stua-
70	 Arbour,	ibid., at	181.
71	 For	a	dscusson	of	the	development	of	ths	model,	ncludng	on-gong	deficences	n	the	federal	
dscplne	system,	see	Mchael	Jackson,	“The	Ltmus	Test	of	Legtmacy:	Independent	Adjudca-
ton	and	Admnstratve	Segregaton”	(2006)	48	Canadan	Journal	of	Crmnology	and	Crmnal	
Justce	157	at	187-200	[Jackson,	“The	Ltmus	Test”].
72	 (2006),	A.J.	No.	1522	(Q.B.).
73	 Snce	the	legslaton	would	have	to	be	amended	to	comply	wth	ths	rulng,	the	court	suspended	
the	declaraton	that	the	law	was	unconsttutonal	for	a	one	year	perod	to	gve	the	government	
tme	to	change	the	law.	The	decson	was	rendered	on	December	1,	2006.
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ton,	both	apparent	and	real.	These	dscplnary	“trals,”	for	
that	s	what	they	are	supposed	to	be,	breach	the	rules	of	nat-
ural	justce.74
	 Fnally,	the	wholly	nternal	nature	of	the	provncal	segregaton	revew	process	
s	a	serous	concern.	In	hs	recent	artcle	urgng	the	mplementaton	of	independ-
ent adjudcaton	of	all	segregaton	decsons	n	federal	prsons,	Mchael	Jackson	
stated:	
[b]ecause	the	tme	spent	n	admnstratve	segregaton	can	ex-
tend	to	months,	even	years,	t	represents	the	most	powerful	
form	of	carceral	authorty.	Because	the	condtons	of	confine-
ment	are	the	closest	thng	to	soltary	confinement,	t	s	also	
the	most	ntensve	form	of	mprsonment.	Hstorcally,	t	has	
been	the	most	abused.75
	
Jackson	concludes	by	statng,
[]t	 remans	my	 convcton,	 based	 on	 30	 years	 of	 research,	
that	ndependent	adjudcaton	of	segregaton	s	necessary	to	
ensure	a	far	and	unbased	hearng,	complance	wth	the	statu-
tory	framework,	protecton	of	prsoners’	rghts	and	prvleges	
durng	segregaton,	and	the	mplementaton	of	rentegraton	
plans	to	ensure	that	the	correctonal	authortes,	n	admns-
terng	the	sentence,	use	the	least	restrctve	measures.76
Jackson	suggests	that	the	courts	may	ntervene	to	order	ndependent	revew	of	
segregaton,	f	such	a	regme	s	not	voluntarly	mplemented	by	federal	correc-
tonal	officals.	
	 Ffteen	years	ago,	the	Mantoba	Aborgnal	Justce	Inqury	made	the	followng	
recommendatons	concernng	access	to	justce	for	Aborgnal	prsoners:
	 We	recommend	that:
Rules	for	dscplnary	hearngs	n	correctonal	nsttutons	be	
clarfied	and	enforced	to	permt	an	nmate	to	have	a	frend	or	
lawyer	present	to	assst	at	the	hearngs	and	to	guarantee	the	
opportunty	to	make	full	answer	and	defence	to	a	charge.	
Dscplnary	hearngs	n	correctonal	nsttutons	provde	for	
far	adjudcaton	by	havng	an	ndependent	thrd	party	pre-
sde	over	the	hearng	and	ensure	the	rules	of	natural	justce	
are	followed.
74	 Hamlton	and	Snclar,	Justice System and Aboriginal People, supra	note	6	at	c.	11.
75	 Jackson,	“The	Ltmus	Test”,	supra,	note	71	at	158.
76	 Ibid.	at	191.
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An	 ndependent	 trbunal	 be	 establshed	 to	 adjudcate	 n-
mate	complants	about	the	treatment	they	receve	wthn	the	
correctonal	 system;	 and	 that	 the	 trbunal	have	 approprate	
resources	 and	 authorty	 to	 nvestgate	 complants,	mandate	
change	and	enforce	complance	wth	ts	orders.77
	 Our	findngs	 n	ths	study	confirm	the	need	to	 mplement	these	and	other	
related	measures	to	provde	meanngful	access	to	justce	for	prsoners	n	Man-
toba.	A	number	of	components	of	an	accountablty	and	oversght	strategy	are	
dscussed	below.
1. Independent prison inspectorate to augment complaint-based systems
 Gven	 the	 relatvely	 short	 length	of	 provncal	 ncarceraton,	 effectve	first-
nstance	and	proactve	ndependent	revew	processes	are	even	more	mportant	
than	at	the	federal	level.	To	ths	end,	the	ntroducton	of	an	ndependent	nspect-
or	general	 to	montor	 the	ongong	condtons	of	confinement	experenced	by	
women	prsoners	and	to	promote	complance	wth	the	law	should	be	explored.	
In	the	ntervews	conducted	for	ths	study,	one	woman	pnponted	the	need	for	
proactve	nspectons,	rather	than	relyng	wholly	on	a	complant-based	system,	
sayng:	
I wish there would be somebody to check up on the inmates in there.
Another	woman	commented:
[w]e need to have the Ombudsman really investigate and really 
do some changing.
	 The	realty	s	that,	even	f	the	Ombudsman	finds	mert	n	a	prsoner’s	com-
plant,	the	only	recourse	s	to	make	a	recommendaton	to	government.	Consst-
ent	wth	an	ombuds	functon,	there	s	no	legal	authorty	to	order	complance.	
In	the	federal	context,	a	woman	prsoner	commented	to	the	Canadan	Human	
Rghts	Commsson	about	ths	realty,	sayng	“It	would	be	good	f	the	Correc-
tonal	Investgator	had	power	because	as	t	now	stands	t	s	just	ventng	to	talk	
to	the	Correctonal	Investgator.”78	The	need	for	mechansms	to	ensure	compl-
ance	wth	the	law	and	to	provde	remedes	for	rghts	volatons	wll	be	dscussed	
further	 below	 under	 “access	 to	 judcal	 remedes	 and	 enforcement	 of	 rghts.”	
However,	the	other	characterstc	of	an	ombuds	functon	alone	s	that	t	s	react-
ve	and	complant-based	rather	than	proactve	and	systemc.
	 To	 augment	 the	work	 of	 a	 prson	ombuds	 office,	 jursdctons	 such	 as	 the	
Unted	Kngdom	and	South	Afrca	have	mplemented	ndependent	prson	n-
spectorates.	The	Englsh	model	 s	 descrbed	by	 the	Canadan	Human	Rghts	
Commsson	n	ts	2003	Report:
77	 Hamlton	and	Snclar,	Justice System and Aboriginal People,	supra	note	6	at	c.11.
78	 CHRC,	Protecting their Rights,	supra	note	5	at	c.	8.
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[e]xternal	 montorng	 bodes	 are	 common	 n	 other	 coun-
tres.	The	Chef	Inspector	of	Prsons	for	England	and	Wales	
conducts	approxmately	20	full	nspectons	each	year	and	s	
concerned	wth	ssues	of	broad	mpact,	rather	than	ndvd-
ual	complants.	Ths	stands	n	contrast	to	the	prmary	func-
ton	of	 the	Office	of	 the	Correctonal	 Investgator	whch	 s	
to	 nvestgate	 and	 resolve	 ndvdual	 offender	 complants.	
Although	the	Office	of	the	Correctonal	Investgator	also	has	
responsblty	 for	 revewng	 and	 makng	 recommendatons	
on	the	Correctonal	Servce’s	polces	and	procedures	relatng	
to	 ndvdual	 complants,	 the	 systemc	 mpact	of	 ths	 func-
ton	s	lmted	by	the	lack	of	enforcement	powers.	In	England	
and	Wales,	there	s	also	a	Prson	Ombudsman	who	s	charged	
wth	 recevng	 complants	 on	 all	matters	 relatng	 to	 prson	
and	probaton,	wth	the	excepton	of	parole	decsons.79
Such	an	nspectorate	n	the	Mantoba	context	would	augment,	rather	than	re-
place	the	complant-based	functon	of	the	Ombudsman.	To	be	effectve,	the	n-
spectorate	would	have	to	be	provded	wth	the	mandate	and	requste	resources,	
ncludng	the	financal	means,	to	conduct	annual	audts	of	nsttutonal	adher-
ence	to	governng	legslaton	and	polcy	wthn	correctonal	facltes	for	adults	
and	youth	n	Mantoba	(n	addton	to	conductng	unannounced	nspectons)	
wth	the	audts	submtted	to	the	Legslature.
2. Access to judicial remedies and enforcement of rights
 Fnally,	 t	 s	 trte	 to	note	 that	 rghts	wthout	 remedes	 are	meanngless.	To	
promote	complance	wth	the	law	and	remedes	for	breach	of	the	law,	access	by	
prsoners	to	the	courts	or	to	an	ndependent	admnstratve	trbunal	s	necessary.	
The	latter	opton	has	been	dscussed	by	the	Canadan	Human	Rghts	Comms-
son	n	the	federal	context	and	could	be	adapted	for	Mantoba:
[o]ne	opton	 s	 to	 establsh	 an	admnstratve	 trbunal	wth	
the	power	to	compel	the	Correctonal	Servce	to	comply	wth	
legslaton	 and	 polcy	 governng	 the	 admnstraton	 of	 sen-
tences,	and	to	redress	the	negatve	effects	of	non-complance.	
The	remedal	powers	of	 such	a	trbunal	would	also	 nclude	
the	jursdcton	to	order	the	Correctonal	Servce	of	Canada	
to	pay	compensaton	to	any	offender	subjected	to	llegal	or	
unfar	treatment.	Wth	the	 jursdcton	to	accept	drect	ref-
erences	 from	prsoners	or	 ther	advocates	 n	cases	 that	 rase	
ssues	of	general	mportance	to	prsoners,	the	trbunal	could	
effect	more	wdespread	and	systemc	change	 than	currently	
exsts.	 It	 could	be	part	of	an	exstng	 structure,	 such	as	 the	
Canadan	Human	Rghts	Trbunal.80
79	 Ibid.,	at	Chapter	8.	See	also	the	webste	of	Her	Majesty’s	Inspectorate	of	Prsons	(England	and	
Wales)	onlne:	HMI	Prson	<http://nspectorates.homeoffice.gov.uk/hmprsons/about-us/>.
80	 CHRC,	Protecting their Rights,	supra, note	5	at	c.	8.
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The	federal	Office	of	the	Correctonal	Investgator	has	made	a	smlar	recom-
mendaton,81	whle	also	expressng	ts	support	for	judcal	remedes	ncludng	the	
so-called	“Arbour	Remedy.”	Ten	years	ago,	at	the	end	of	her	lengthy	commsson	
of	nqury	nto	abuses	at	the	Prson	for	Women	as	noted	earler,	Justce	Arbour	
concluded	that	a	judcal	remedy	for	rghts	volatons	s	necessary	to	enforce	the	
Rule	of	Law	nsde	prsons.	Justce	Arbour	recommended	legslatve	mplemen-
taton	of	the	followng	prncple:
[]f	legaltes,	gross	msmanagement	or	unfarness	n	the	ad-
mnstraton	of	a	sentence	renders	the	sentence	harsher	than	
that	mposed	by	the	court,	a	reducton	of	the	perod	of	m-
prsonment	may	be	granted,	 such	as	 to	 reflect	 the	 fact	 that	
the	 punshment	 admnstered	 was	 more	 puntve	 than	 the	
one	ntended.82
	 Such	a	remedal	power	s	consstent	wth	the	judcal	functons	of	habeas cor-
pus	revew	of	llegal	detenton	and	Charter	revew	of	polce	and	other	govern-
ment	acton	to	ensure	that	non-complance	wth	the	law	s	effectvely	sanctoned	
and	deterred.	As	Justce	Arbour	noted,	the	proposed	remedy	would	be	smlar	
to	s.	24(2)	of	the	Charter	whch	empowers	–	and	ndeed,	requres	–	judges	to	
exclude	llegally-obtaned	evdence	from	a	crmnal	tral,	sometmes	leadng	to	
an	acquttal	or	stay	of	proceedngs.	The	courts’	exercse	of	that	power	has	been,	
n	Justce	Arbour’s	vew,	“the	sngle	most	effectve	means	ever	n	Canadan	law	
to	ensure	complance	by	state	agents	wth	the	fundamental	rghts	n	the	area	of	
search	and	sezure,	arrest	and	detenton,	rght	to	counsel	and	the	gvng	of	state-
ments	to	persons	n	authorty.”83	It	has	changed	polce	behavour	because	there	
s	a	“real	and	understood	socal	cost	of	allowng	a	potentally	gulty	accused	to	
escape	convcton.”84
	 In	makng	her	recommendaton	for	judcal	oversght	to	remedy	nterference	
wth	 the	 ntegrty	of	 the	 sentence,	 Justce	Arbour	 addressed	 the	 concern	 that	
such	a	remedy	would	be	an	undue	burden	on	an	already	stretched	court	system.	
She	noted	that	any	addtonal	burden	“would	only	be	so	n	relaton	to	the	Cor-
rectonal	Servce’s	non-complance	wth	the	law,”85	pontng	out	that	there	are	
ways	to	control	frvolous	ltgaton,	should	such	a	problem	arse.	
	 The	context	of	provncal	mprsonment,	where	sentences	are	short,	presents	
addtonal	challenges.	However,	we	have	seen	a	few	nstances	of	judges	effectve-
ly	fillng	the	remedal	gap	n	enforcng	prsoners’	rghts.	For	example,	Norman	
MacPherson,86	 a	 provncal	 prsoner	 n	New	Brunswck	 brought	 a	 successful	
81	 Office	of	the	Correctonal	Investgator,	Shftng	the	Orbt:	Human	Rghts,	Independent	Revew	
and	Accountablty	 n	 the	Canadan	Correctons	System	 (Ottawa:	Office	of	 the	Correctonal	
Investgator,	2004)	at	32	onlne:	Office	of	the	Correctonal	Investgator	<http://www.oc-bec.
gc.ca/reports/pdf/orbt-orbte_e.pdf>.
82	 Arbour	Report,	supra	note	9	at	183.
83	 Ibid.	at	188-184.
84	 Ibid.	at	184.
85	 Ibid.	
86	 R. v. MacPherson,	[1996]	N.B.J.	No.	182	(S.C.).	See	Mary	Campbell,	“Gone	But	Not	Forgot-
ten:	Should	Judges	Be	Allowed	to	Remedy	at	Re-sentencng?”	(2006)	48	Canadan	Journal	of	
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habeas corpus	applcaton	after	he	was	strapped	face-down	on	a	stretcher	wth	a	
hockey	helmet	and	wre	mask	over	hs	head	for	two	to	three	hours.	The	Court	
found	that	he	was	treated	n	ths	manner	as	punshment	for	bangng	on	hs	cell	
door	repeatedly	and	requestng	to	call	a	lawyer.	The	treatment	of	MacPherson	
amounted	 to	 volatons	of	hs	 s.	 12	 and	9	Charter	 rghts,	 as	well	 as	 showng	
“lmted	recognton	of	hs	rght	to	retan	and	nstruct	counsel	under	s.	10(b)	
of	 the	Charter.”	The	court	 found	that	MacPherson	had	been	askng	 to	call	a	
lawyer	for	at	least	40	days	but	had	not	been	permtted	to	do	so.	Charter	rem-
edes	ordered	by	the	court	ncluded,	notably,	a	reducton	of	three	months	from	
MacPherson’s	sentence,	as	well	as	an	exhortaton	that	the	provncal	Attorney	
General	 “consder	what	 steps	 can	 be	 taken	 to	 ensure	 that	 legal	 ad	 s	 readly	
avalable	to	nmates	of	jals	n	New	Brunswck.”	Ths	latter	comment	leads	to	
our	final	recommendaton.
E. Increased access to legal aid for prisoner
 The	nature	of	the	nterests	at	stake,	combned	wth	the	complexty	of	redress	
mechansms	and	court	proceedngs	for	prsoners,	means	that	legal	ad	must	be	a	
component	of	any	access	to	justce	strategy.	As	descrbed	above,	prsoners	have	a	
legal	rght	to	access	the	superor	courts	for	judcal	revew	by	way	of	habeas corpus	
on	Charter	or	admnstratve	 law	grounds,	or	 to	challenge	breaches	of	correc-
tonal	law,	a	rght	recently	reaffirmed	by	the	Supreme	Court	n	May v. Ferndale 
Institution.87	However,	 rghts	 to	 counsel	 n	 the	prson	context	 are	often	more	
llusory	 than	 real	when	one	 consders	 that	 provncal	 legal	 ad	 systems	 across	
the	country	provde	uneven	and	nadequate	coverage	for	prsoners’	cases	n	the	
federal	pententary	context,88	wth	even	fewer	servces	avalable	to	prsoners	n	
provncal	jals.	The	Supreme	Court	of	Canada	has	not	yet	addressed	the	ques-
ton	of	whether	prsoners	have	a	free-standng,	consttutonal	rght	to	legal	ad	
where	 deprvatons	 of	 ther	 lberty	 and	 other	 rghts	 volatons	 are	 concerned.	
However,	the	realty	s	that	for	the	vast	majorty	of	prsoners	who	are	poor,	access	
to	meanngful	redress	of	ther	rghts	wll	requre	some	access	to	legal	ad.	
 Currently,	Legal	Ad	Mantoba	does	not	fund	or	operate	legal	clncs	n	the	
provncal	jals,	but	t	has	funded	some	sgnficant	prsoners’	rghts	cases	on	an	
ad hoc	bass	through	the	Publc	Interest	Law	Centre	[PILC].	For	example,	PILC	
acted	for	the	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	of	Mantoba	n	a	Human	Rghts	complant	
the	organzaton	filed	n	2002	on	behalf	of	women	prsoners	n	the	provnce.	The	
complant	alleged	systemc	dscrmnaton	on	the	bass	of	sex,	race,	and	dsablty	
concernng	the	facltes	and	condtons	of	confinement	at	PCC,	ncludng,	for	
example,	nadequate	programmng	to	address	women’s	needs,	nadequate	access	
to	Aborgnal	sprtual	and	cultural	practces,	and	nadequate	opportuntes	to	
Crmnology	and	Crmnal	Justce	305	at	310.	Campbell	notes	that	ths	case	s	the	“closest	that	
a	ltgated	remedy	has	come	to	the	Arbour	Report	recommendaton”	for	a	reducton	n	sentence	
as	a	remedy	for	prsoners’	rghts	volatons.
87	 May v. Ferndale, supra	note	38.
88	 Department	of	Justce	Canada,	Study	of	the	Legal	Servces	Provded	to	Pententary	Inmates	by	
Legal	Ad	Plans	and	Clncs	n	Canada	(Ottawa:	Department	of	Justce	Canada,	2002)	onlne:	
Department	of	Justce	<http://canada.justce.gc.ca/en/ps/rs/rep/2003/rr03lars-10/ndex.html>.
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meet	wth	ther	famles	and	lawyers.89	PILC	also	acted	for	federally	sentenced	
prsoners	at	Stony	Mountan	Insttuton	n	ther	successful	Charter	challenge	to	
the	law	barrng	them	from	votng	n	federal	electons.90	In	addton,	Legal	Ad	
Mantoba	provdes	 some	 lmted	 servces	 to	 federal	prsoners	 facng	dscpln-
ary	 hearngs	 at	 Stony	Mountan	 Insttuton,	 often	 through	 utlzng	 artclng	
students	and	law	students.
 These	 developments,	 as	 well	 as	 those	 n	 other	 provnces,	 ndcate	 that	 n-
novatve	approaches	to	provdng	legal	servces	to	prsoners	can	and	should	be	
developed.	For	example,	n	Brtsh	Columba,	a	non-profit	socety,	West	Coast	
Prson	Justce	Socety	[WCPJS],	was	formed	after	cuts	to	legal	ad	n	that	prov-
nce	forced	the	closure	of	a	specalzed	clnc,	Prsoner	Legal	Servces.	The	Clnc	
now	operated	by	WCPJS	receves	a	mnmal	level	of	legal	ad	fundng	from	the	
provnce	to	provde	servces	“as	requred	under	the	Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms.”91	Legal	Ad	Ontaro	has	a	Prson	Law	Advsory	Commttee	and	
a	Test	Case	Commttee.	Through	the	Test	Case	Commttee,	Legal	Ad	Ontaro	
funds	cases	n	the	correctonal	context,	upon	applcaton	by	lawyers	nterested	
n	brngng	such	cases.92	
 Prson	law	s	a	specalzed	area	that	s	unfamlar	to	most	lawyers,	ncludng	
experenced	crmnal	lawyers.	To	provde	meanngful	access	to	justce	for	Man-
toba	 prsoners,	 the	 possblty	 of	 establshng	 a	 specalzed	 Prson	 Law	 clnc,	
wth	servces	to	both	federal	and	provncal	prsoners,	should	be	explored.	It	may	
be	possble	to	partner	wth	the	Faculty	of	Law,	Unversty	of	Mantoba,	as	well	as	
wth	communty	groups	such	as	the	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	or	the	John	Howard	
Socety.	As	an	nnovatve	example,	wth	the	assstance	of	the	Law	Foundaton	
of	Ontaro,	the	Canadan	Assocaton	of	Elzabeth	Fry	Socetes	and	the	Faculty	
of	Law	(Englsh	Common	Law)	at	the	Unversty	of	Ottawa	have	recently	col-
89	 In	June	2007,	the	partes	reached	a	medated	settlement	whch,	among	other	thngs,	commts	
Mantoba	Correctons	to	mplement	mandatory	human	rghts	tranng	for	staff	and	prsoners	
and	to	co-char	wth	the	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	a	new	Women’s	Program	Advsory	Commttee	
whch	wll	brng	together	communty	groups	to	provde	nput	on	women-centred	and	cultur-
ally-approprate	 programs	 and	 servces	 at	 all	 exstng	 and	 proposed	 correctonal	 facltes	 for	
women.	More	nformaton	and	the	full	text	of	the	medaton	settlement	agreement	s	avalable	
on	the	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	of	Mantoba	webste	onlne:	Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	<http://www.
efsmantoba.org/>.
90	 Sauvé, supra	note	18.
91	 Legal	Servces	Socety	of	Brtsh	Columba,	Fact	Sheet	(19	June	2006)	onlne:	Legal	Servces	So-
cety	of	Brtsh	Columba	<http://www.lss.bc.ca/assets/newsroom/fact_sheets/LSS_servcessum-
mary.pdf>.	Recently,	WCPJS	has	launched	a	“Prsoners’	Human	Rghts	Project”	on	a	plot	bass,	
wth	a	grant	from	the	Law	Foundaton	of	Brtsh	Columba.	The	goal	of	the	project	s	to	provde	
legal	assstance	(through	lawyers	and	paralegals)	on	human	rghts	and	health	care	matters,	havng	
found	that	there	s	a	need	for	expanded	legal	servces	for	prsoners:
	 Our	ntal	foray	nto	complants	about	human	rghts	volatons	and	nadequate	health	care	
n	BC	prsons	pants	a	dsturbng	pcture	of	nsttutonalzed	rghts	abuses	and	a	standard	of	
medcal	treatment	that	the	medcal	communty	would	not	permt	outsde	the	walls	of	BC	
prsons:	WCPJS,	Prisoners’ Human Rights Project,	Actvty	Report	to	the	Law	Foundaton	of	
Brtsh	Columba	(August	1,	2007	to	January	31,	2008),	on	file	wth	author.
92	 See	the	lst	of	possble	cases	developed	by	the	Prson	Law	Advsory	Commttee	at	“Informaton	
for	Lawyers:	Possble	Test	Cases	-	Correctonal	Law”	onlne:	Legal	Ad	Ontaro	<http://www.
legalad.on.ca/en/nfo/test_case-correctonal.asp>.
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laborated	on	a	plot	project	to	develop	a	manual	for	law	students	to	provde	legal	
advce	 to	 federally	 sentenced	women	prsoners	va	a	 toll-free	 telephone	 lne.93	
Such	 ntatves	can	be	effectve	 n	buldng	capacty	among	 law	students	and	
lawyers	 to	develop	 expertse	 n	prson	 law	and	 to	 assst	prsoners	 n	 a	 varety	
of	contexts	(ncludng	revews	of	segregaton,	dscplnary	hearngs,	grevances,	
human	rghts	complants,	and	judcal	revew	on	habeas corpus	grounds).	They	
can	also	provde	an	opportunty	for	further	research	by	students	and	unversty	
researchers’	addtonal	legal	reforms	that	could	better	promote	access	to	justce	
for	mprsoned	women	and	ther	famles.
VI. CONCLUSION
 Prsons,	 lke	 other	 closed	 nsttutons,	 pose	 accountablty	 challenges	 for	
democratc	socetes.94	They	have	as	ther	raison d’être	the	deprvaton	of	peoples’	
lberty	and,	despte	the	best	ntentons,	a	vrtually	lmtless	potental	for	abuse.	
In	ths	envronment,	“the	law	serves	as	a	crucal	counter-weght	to	the	natural	
drft”	 toward	callousness	 and	brutalty.95	Yet	we	have	 learned	 that	despte	 the	
exstence	of	a	strong	Charter of Rights and Freedoms,	 the	Rule	of	Law	has	not	
effectvely	taken	hold	wthn	our	prsons	and	jals.	As	Justce	Arbour	remarked	
pontedly	over	ten	years	ago	n	relaton	to	the	federal	Prson	for	Women,	“[t]he	
Rule	of	Law	s	absent,	although	rules	are	everywhere.”96		She	went	on	to	warn:
[o]ne	must	resst	the	temptaton	to	trvalze	the	nfrngement	
of	prsoners’	rghts	as	ether	an	nsgnficant	nfrngement	of	
rghts,	or	as	an	nfrngement	of	the	rghts	of	people	who	do	
not	deserve	any	better.	When	a	rght	has	been	granted	by	law,	
t	s	not	less	mportant	that	such	a	rght	be	respected	because	
the	person	enttled	to	t	s	a	prsoner.97	
	 Recommendatons	 for	 ndependent	 accountablty	 and	 oversght	 of	 certan	
aspects	of	correctons	n	Mantoba	were	made	n	the	Aborgnal	Justce	Inqury	
over	 fifteen	 years	 ago.	Untl	 the	 nstant	 research	was	 conducted	 through	 the	
Elzabeth	Fry	Socety	of	Mantoba,	there	had	been	lttle	dscusson	of	the	access	
to	justce	needs	of	provncally-sentenced	prsoners.	Ths	communty-based	par-
tcpatory	research	has	provded	an	opportunty	to	brng	the	voces	of	prsoners	
nto	publc	and	polcy	debates	over	allocaton	of	legal	ad	and	other	government	
resources,	as	well	as	accountablty	and	oversght	of	prsons.	Ther	voces	hgh-
lght	the	need	for	greater	awareness	of	rghts,	effectve	first-nstance	procedures,	
and	ncreased	confidence	n	the	farness	of	any	revew	mechansms	that,	t	seems,	
wll	only	come	through	developng	models	of	oversght	and	accountablty	that	
93	 Personal	 correspondence	wth	Km	Pate,	Executve	Drectors	 of	 the	Canadan	Assocaton	of	
Elzabeth	Fry	Socetes	(May	1,	2007).
94	 Rchard	Hardng,	“Inspectng	Prsons,”	n	Yvonne	Jewkes,	ed.,	Handbook on Prisons	(Cullomp-
ton:	Wllan,	2007)	543-546	at	543.
95	 Campbell,	supra	note	15	at	327.
96	 Arbour	Report,	supra	note	9	at	181.
97	 Ibid.	at	182.
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are	 truly	 ndependent	of	 correctons.	The	 small	number	of	women	prsoners,	
relatve	to	men,	provdes	an	opportunty	to	plot	new	models	of	oversght	and	
accountablty,	provson	of	 legal	 ad,	 and	 communty	 supports	 to	 learn	what	
wll	result	n	better	access	to	justce	n	ths	context.	Further	communty-based	
research	of	 ths	knd	can	also	 serve	 to	buld	capacty,	partcularly	 among	Ab-
orgnal	communty	members	and	organzatons,	to	provde	nformaton	about	
rghts,	as	well	as	cultural	and	legal	supports	for	prsoners	exercsng	ther	rghts.	
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